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ILWU Participates

Caucuses Held

Big Rallies
Blast Huge
Oil Profits

Sugar and
Pine Set
To Bargain

SAN FRANCISCO—Thousands of demonstrators in more than 100 US cities rallied
against the rip-off of American consumers
by "Big Oil" October 17 in a national day
of protest over soaring energy costs.
The peaceful demonstrations, strongly
supported by labor, community, and senior
citizen groups, sounded common appeals
for an immediate rollback in oil prices and
the creation of a public energy corporation.
Protestors also demanded that President
Carter reimpose price controls on domestic
oil and natural gas, and raise the windfall
profits tax on oil companies.
In San Francisco, ILWU warehouse Local 6 President Keith Eickman and Tim
Sampson of the Citizen/Labor Energy Coalition co-chaired a noon rally in front of
the Standard Oil headquarters on Market
Street.
Nearly 300 people participated, including
all Local 6 Business Agents. Among the
speakers were Joe Lynch, president of San
Francisco FORUM, Charles Drasnin of the
Coalition of East Bay Seniors, and representatives of the San Francisco and Alameda County Labor Councils.

HONOLULU — Contract demands were
discussed at separate caucuses of the Local 142 sugar and pineapple industrial
groupings, following the Local's recent
convention.
Both sugar and pine agreements will
expire on January 31, 1980.
Regional Director Tommy Trask, who
will serve as chief spokesman for ILWU in
the two negotiations, addressed delegates
to the two caucuses.
Also speaking to the two groups was
Craig Hudson of the Office of Trade Assistance Adjustment from Washington,
DC, who outlined the operations of the
Trade Adjustment Act, under which benefits are paid to workers who lose their
jobs because of increased imports of foreign sugar or pineapple.
BENEFITS ALREADY PAID
These benefits have already been paid
to ILWU sugar workers on Kauai and Maid
and to pine workers on Molokai when Dole
closed its operations.
Participating in the caucuses were President Carl Damaso, Vice-President Eddie
Lapa, Secretary-Treasurer Newton Miyagi
and Division Directors Yoshito Takamine

More on Oil
See Page 2
Also present were local leaders of the
Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers union,
the Culinary Workers, and the International Association of Machinists.
The CLEC and the Progressive Affiance,
another broad-based activist group, sponsored this "Campaign for Lower Energy
Prices." The ILWU is affiliated with both
organizations.
A telegram of support from AFL-CIO
Secretary-Treasurer Lane Kirkland was
read at the San Francisco rally, and, according to the Associated Press, at the
more than 100 demonstrations across the
country.
"There is no more urgent business before the Congress than to curb the insatiable greed of the oil companies," Kirkland
declared.
PROFITEERING
The severity of oil industry profiteering
was graphically portrayed at a rally in Seattle, where 300 protestors gathered below
a 25-foot oil derrick erected outside the
Federal Building and witnessed oil magnates hang John Q. Public in effigy.
Attending the rally were workers, students, housewives and seniors, all of whom
signed "Big Oil" protest cards which were
mailed to Washington congressmen.
ILWU participants included members of
Auxiliary 3, Waino Moisio, of the Seattle
Pensioners Club, and Rosco Craycraft,
executive board member of the Pacific
Coast Pensioners Association, who submitted the PCPA resolution on Big Oil adopted
at their recent convention.
In Portland, Fred Brown, President of
the ILWU-CRPMA and his wife were
among the protestors who marched from
a rally at Holladay Park to Mobil Oil's
downtown office, chanting "Freeze prices,
not people."
Two demonstrations in Los Angeles,
—Continued on Page 2

After midnight and on into the early morning hours,the time really began to drag.Some
of us tried to catch a little sleep in the uncomfortable chairs at the Federal Mediation office. There were a few crossword puzzles
working, we told our bad jokes and played a
little nickel and dime poker. Two of the committee members suffered quietly through
their migraines.
Every few hours,the mediator would come
in with a new company proposal. The money
was coming up, but not nearly far enough.
What were they up to?
The members we represented at Cutter
Laboratories had voted 100% to give us authority to call a strike, and we had given the
company 48-hour notice. So after three
months of frustration, it was do or die. We
were either going to see some serious bargaining in the next few hours, or we'd be on the
bricks the next morning.
A Night at the Bargaining Table—See Page 7

Sugar Legislation
See Page 12
of Hawaii. Tom Yagi of Maui, Norman
Asuncion of Oahu and Dyna Nakamoto of
Kauai.
There was a healthy discussion of the issues in both caucuses. All Divisions were
required to submit proposals which were
carefully reviewed prior to being sent to
the Local. Details of the union's demands
will be publicized at a later date.
SUGAR CAUCUS
Elected to serve as officers of the sugar
negotiating committee were: John Lee of
Hawaii, Vice-Chairman Kenji Tanigawa of
Kauai, Tony Bise (Oahu Sugar Unit 4103),
and Secretary Willie Kennison of Maui.
A 14-man subcommittee, which includes
the four officers, giving all 14 sugar units
representation, will meet shortly to formulate the demands—based on actions taken
by the caucus—for presentation to the employers.
The current one- year contract was
signed last February after expiration of the
previous 15-month pact agreed to in November 1977, after ILWU's shortest strike.
The contract now in force is extended to
January 31, 1982 for two Amfac plantations
—Pioneer Mill on Maui and Oahu Sugar.
SPECIAL UNDERSTANDING
The understanding for Pioneer and Oahu
Sugar is that workers there will get any
increases or benefits negotiated for other
companies, but are pledged not to strike.
Workers at these two so-called "problem" plantations are also assured that the
companies will not discontinue operations
for the three-year period (1979-82)—as per
Attachment 22, which is part of the industry-wide contract.
Opening talks for both sugar and pine
are scheduled for sometime in November,
—Continued on Page 12
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Pornographic' Oil Profits Set Records

••

Stuff
Inflation Teach-In
ILWU President Jim Herman will be
one of the speakers at a day-long conference on inflation and unemployment
November 10 at the College of San Mateo. Co-sponsored by the Northern California Coalition for Full Employment
and other community and consumer
groups, the conference will include
workshops on housing, energy and
health care. Other speakers will be
John Henning, Executive Secretary of
the California Labor Federation, and
Dolores Huerta, Vice President of the
United Farm Workers. The aim of the
conference is "to encourage workers,
consumers and unemployed people to
build realistic coalitions . . . and workable strategies for balanced growth and
full employment." For more information contact NCCFE coordinator Louise
Billotte, 870 Market, No. 688, (415) 3970833.

Allegro Con Speed-Up
Company officials have admitted that
Muzak—the background music played
in many workplaces — is designed to
subtly increase worker productivity.
During traditional slow work times the
beats are gradually increased from 100
to 150 per minute, spurring employees
to work faster. Muzak, which is used in
supermarkets, factories, and offices in
the US, Europe, and the Soviet Union,
may soon be introduced into the People's Republic of China.

British Work Week Cut
In a major bargaining breakthrough
that may affect negotiations elsewhere
in Europe, British engineering unions
last month won a national agreement
to cut the standard 40-hour work week
by one hour. The reduction, starting
in 1981, is part of a settlement that
ended a 10-week dispute. It covers 1.8
million engineers in 17 unions, and is
also expected to apply to 700,000 nonunion blue-collar workers.
Other unions are almost certain to
put the shorter week near the top of
their demands. All across Western
Europe pressure has been mounting
for cuts in the work week because of
rising unemployment and fears of recession. Many British workers, in particular, are also worried about the
effects of new technology on jobs.

Arms Spending Explosion
The countries of the world last year
spent the staggering sum of $440,000
million on various forms of military activity, including $124,000 million on
weapons. On an average they invested
$16,500 a year on each of their soldiers
compared with $270 a year on education for each school-age child.
The spending on armaments has outpaced inflation for the seventh successive year and, in constant prices, is
now running 70% higher than it was in
1960.
These figures have been compiled by
Ruth Leger Sivard, the former chief
of the economics division of the US
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Sexual Harassment
Clerical workers at Boston University
have recently won a sexual harassment
clause in their contract which provides
that signs must be prominently displayed throughout BU workplaces stating that any unwanted sexual attention
is forbidden. Should a clerical worker
take out a grievance against her boss,
the complaint is immediately expedited
to the last step of the grievance procedure. And regardless of the outcome,
the clerical worker can request—and
must be given—a transfer to another department at the same type of job and
rate of pay.

WASHINGTON, DC — The third-quarter
profits posted by the major oil companies
last month have been decried as "pornographic," "sinful," and an "absolute and
utter disgrace" that "borders on the
criminal."
These reactions by labor leaders and
Congressmen only begin to convey the
public outrage and disgust spreading
across the country.
A look at the figures reaffirms the possibility that Big Oil will one day be undone by its insatiable greed:
Exxon Corporation, the world's largest
oil company, reported third-quarter earnings of $1.14 billion—a 118% increase over
the same period in 1978. Texaco, Inc.
showed a whopping 211% gain; Standard
Oil (Ohio), 191%; Conoco, Inc., 134%; and
the Mobil Corp., 130%.
Profits for Gulf Oil almost doubled,
while Cities Services Co. was up 64%;
Marathon Oil Co., 58%; Standard Oil (Indiana) 49%, and Atlantic Richfield Co.,
45%. All this at a time when the rest of
the economy is squeezed by an economic
recession.
BEHIND SOARING PROFITS
What caused the skyrocketing profits?
And were the gains made at the expense
of American consumers?
Public-opinion surveys show that many
consumers remain convinced that last
summer's gasoline crisis was nothing
more than a ploy by oil companies to
boost their profits.
At the same time, the federal government is pushing a number of probes
aimed at the industry, investigating everything from alleged price gouging to withholding of fuel supplies.
Oil-company spokesmen claim that the
jump in profits was temporary, stemmed
largely from overseas operations, and in
any case would be quickly absorbed by
rapidly rising costs of exploration and
operations.
How long can the consumer buy that
line?
"He is paying $1 and more for a gallon
of gas and is already boggling at heating
bills twice as high as last winter's," says
columnist Jack Anderson. "He is in no
mood to swallow the oil companies'
smooth assurances that they're not ripping us off."
Other critics of Big Oil point to the
industry's growing profit margins as proof
that earnings are excessive. In the first

'We'd be happy to use our excess profits to explore
for new ways to make more excess profits'
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nine months of 1979, profit margins for
the largest companies rose 40% over the
same period in 1978. Earnings will go
even higher as a result of the President's
move to remove price controls from US
oil.
The Energy Department on October 23
estimated that gradual phasing out of
price controls on domestic oil will cost
the public from $14.6 billion to $24.8 billion over the next two years. By October
of 1981, when controls expire, prices of
gasoline and other fuels are expected to
increase between 7.5 and 12.5o a gallon,
Meantime, President Carter is still trying to ram through Congress his emasculated windfall profits tax.
TAX LOOPHOLE
Anderson points out that all but eclipsed
by the "President's ranting" is the oil
moguls' quiet but intense lobbying to hang

onto an even bigger windfall, the so-called
Foreign Oil Tax Credit.
It's a simple operation: For every dollar of taxes the oil companies pay to a
foreign government, they are excused
from a dollar of income tax owed to the
US treasury.
The oil companies have taken billions
of dollars right out of the American taxpayer's pocket through this gaping loophole in the tax laws, which the Treasury
is in the process of closing.
The oil companies' enormous profits
have led to other government actions. The
Federal Trade Commission has charged
that the major oil companies do not compete as vigorously as antitrust laws require. And the Justice Department has
mounted an investigation to determine
whether US firms have anticompetitive
control of Persian Gulf supplies and
prices.

Labor Not to Blame for Food Prices
You can expect double-digit inflation in
the price of food in 1979—after an increase
of 10% last year. But don't blame the paychecks of your fellow workers in food retailing, packing, and processing. Take a
close look at corporate profits, energy
problems, and the food distribution system
in this country for some answers.
If any unusual increase in the cost of
getting food to the consumer is to be
singled out, it would be the growing increase in profits. A recent Department of
Agriculture study indicates that since 1972
when the current food inflation began,

Oil Demos
Continued from Page 1—
which attracted about 1,500 persons,
turned into a denunciation of President
Carter when William Winpisinger, IAM
president and head of the CLEC, accused
Carter of "selling out to the profit-swollen
oil companies."
Winpisinger charged that Carter "ran
for office with promises to challenge the
oil monopolists, break them up, but now
is giving them everything they ask for."
In Hawaii, ILWU Local 142 President
Carl Damaso said protests included telephone calls to Congress and the White
House, rallies, demonstrations, teach-ins
and the submission of more than 5,000
petitions protesting the rip-offs perpetrated
by Big Oil.
Nationally, one of the largest crowds
was in Chicago, where Jane Fonda and,
her husband, Tom Hayden, addressed over
1,000 demonstrators.
Strong turnouts were also reported in
New York, St. Louis, San Jose, Toledo and
San Antonio, Texas.

profits before taxes have increased their
percentage of the consumer's expenditure
for food more than any other factor in the
production and distribution process!
More than labor; more than packaging
materials, more than transportation and
more than the prices paid to farmers.
According to the study, corporate profits
increased their portion of the consumer
dollar by 1.2% between 1972 and 1978.
Although there were marked increases
in all areas of food marketing costs and
the farm value of food, all areas other
than profits in the food marketing chain
remained about the same or actually declined as a portion of total consumer expenditures.
"IT'S LABOR'S FAULT"
Not that food industry officials would
have you believe this. With housing, health
care, food, and energy being centers of attention for federal anti-inflation policy, the
Grocery Manufacturers of America released a study claiming that "over 50% of
the price of the typical food and grocery
item purchased in the supermarkets is due
to labor costs." The GMA was hoping to
pinpoint labor as the prime cause of food
inflation and fix it as such in the minds of
the consuming public and the federal lawmakers.
But even their own researchers found
that direct labor costs actually declined
during the time studied, which was 19671978.
Most likely the food industry was searching for a scapegoat because the Council on
Wage and Price Stability has found that a
significant number of food processors,
wholesalers, and retailers have been raising the prices faster than the anti-inflation
guidelines permit.

About half of the total increase in food
prices last year was caused by higher
farm prices. Although farmers got more
money for their crops, production costs
also went up. They had to pay more money
for many of their production supplies such
as petroleum-based fertilizers, pesticides,
fuel, and machinery.
To make matters worse, many farm supplies have to be purchased from industries
that are dominated by a few large firms.
For example, the Department of Agriculture reported that four firms made 78% of
all farm tractor sales and 84% of all combine sales in 1978.
In 1935, there were 6.8 million farms in
operation in the United States. By 1977, the
number had declined to 2.7 million. These
numbers do not tell the whole story though,
because studies have shown that over time
the largest increases in profits have accrued to the largest farms (which are
more likely to be corporations than small
farms which are run by the owners or
tenants and that return on equity is substantially higher for large farms than for
smaller ones.
United Food and Commercial Workers
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Alaska Locals

In Cold Storage, ILWU Fringe Package Sets Pace
JUNEAU, Alaska — ILWU members in
the Alaska cold storage industry have entered a new era marked by vastly improved health and welfare benefits won
last spring after a short strike.
The new agreement produced immediate results on the wage line — with increases of 70c the first year, 65c the second year and 75c the third year—but it
took until last month to determine exactly
how big hikes in employer contributions
would work out in terms of actual health
and welfare and pension improvements
for the rank and file. Most improvements,
however, are retroactive to April 1, 1979.
PENSION INCREASE
An additional 8c per hour pension contribution, for example, will increase the
maximum benefit, after 25 years of service, from $175 per month to $425 per
month. Current pensioners will receive an
increase of 40%, effective April 1, 1979. It
was also agreed that the requirement for
pension eligibility would be reduced from
1900 to 1400 hours per year.
Major improvements were also made in
all aspects of the cold storage health and
welfare program, with the employer contribution increasing from 29c per hour to
44c the first year, 54c the second year and

80% of a dentist's "usual and customary"
costs. This improvement takes effect October 1, 1979.
• An increase in the life insurance
benefit from $1,000 to $10.000.
• In the basic medical plan. the daily
hospitalization benefit will increase from
$70 to $100 per day, with the duration of
this benefit now increased from 35 to 70
days.
• The surgical benefit schedule has also
been revamped on the basis of the relative
value scale used in California. The old
schedule paid $5 per unit, the new schedule
pays $18 per unit.
•Supplementary accident benefit increased from $250 to $600, and the transportation allowance is increased from $150
to $300.
'This new health and welfare program
will make a major difference in the lives
of our members, and their families. It's
Last spring's strike by ILWU Alaska cold storage workers won unprecedented also a very pointed illustration to unorganfringe benefit improvements.
ized cold storage workers of how valuable
ILWU membership can be. ILWU benefits
October 1, 1979.
remain head and shoulders above non61c the third year.
• Total revamping of the dental pro- union conditions in the industry.
Health and welfare improvements ingram, going from a very poor unit system
clude:
Some 200 workers in cold storage in Ju• A new vision care program, covering covering approximately 40% of out-of-poc- neau, Ketchikan, Pelican and Petersburg
members and their families. Effective ket costs to a new system which will cover are covered by the program.

Two ILWU Locals
Sign Pact With
Port of Portland

Contract Doubles
Local 27 Log
Sorters' Wages

PORTLAND — The collective bargaining agreement between Locals 8 and 40
and the Port of Portland, negotiated some
time ago, was signed September 12, Walt
Butler of Local 8's labor relations committee reports.
The only new addition to the agreement
was extension of the grievance procedure
to the Coast level.
Present at the signing on the Union
side, in addition to Butler, were LRC
members Jim Collins and Jerry Bitz, Secretary Henry Lunde, and Local 40 Secretary-Business Agent Larry Clark.
JURISDICTION
Along with the contract, Butler said, a
letter of agreement was signed relating
to the new dry dock at Swan Island. "In
the event marine cargo work, either loading or discharging, is performed at the
Swan Island new dry dock No. 4 facility,
that work is in the jurisdiction of the
ILWU. Such work is subject to the conditions and provisions of the Port of Portland-ILWU collective bargaining agreement."
The letter, he explained, does not affect
traditional ship repair practices and jurisdiction.
In a second letter of agreement, the
Port of Portland agreed to operate their
gear lockers according to the terms and
conditions in the gear and lockermen's
agreement between ILWU and PMA.
Butler also announced the updating of
the Sweeper agreement between Local 8
and the Port of Portland. The document
had not been updated since February 15,
1967, when the Commission of Public
Docks, instead of the Port of Portland,
was the employing body.
In the new document covering sweeping
and housekeeping work, steady sweepers
instead of being paid on the longshore
basis of "6 and 2" will be paid at a rate
equivalent to the basic longshore rate plus
the 40 cents hourly skill rate multiplied
by 9 and divided by 8. This amounts to
a bigger increase on an overtime day.

New Local 6 Members
OAKLAND — Employees at Coplanar
Co., a manufacturer of polyurethane sealants, have voted overwhelmingly to join
ILWU Local 6. The vote, conducted last
month, was ILWU-23; no union-9: challenged-5. The company was recently acquired by W. R. Grace.
The eight office workers at US Cold
Storage, where warehousemen have been
represented by Local 6 for many years,
also recently voted 5-2 for Local 6 affiliation. Organizing in both cases was conducted by the Northern California Regional staff.

PORT ANGELES—A first contract featuring sensational bread-and-butter gains
for ILWU Local 27 workers in a log sorting yard has been negotiated with International Export, Inc.
The wage win reflects increases running from 14% to 108%, with the basic
rate going from $5 an hour to $10.40, and
the top rate (for the working foreman)
from $9.90 to $12.10.
Other gains in the one-year pact include:
•A 30% increase for health and welfare and dental, along with a reduction
in the deductible from $100 to $50.
•Increase in life insurance from $5,000
to $7,000. AD&D goes up to $7,000 also.
•Off-the-job disability (a new win unAtro*
the contract) of $150 per week, up to
der
--4
4botriot
Local 57 members step into jaws of huge compressor to rebag and re-tie 26 weeks.
•Eleven paid holidays, another new
cotton bales.
win. Before, there were no paid holidays.
•Paid vacations, previously taken at
Win 66c Wage Hike
the employer's discretion, now will be
taken at the discretion of the employee,
with 2 weeks after one year; 3 weeks after
five years; 4 weeks after ten years and
5 weeks after 15 years.
•Seniority, grievance procedure, etc.
FRESNO — ILWU Cotton Compress Lo- Lascano, stewards Joe Martinez and TayAn item still to be resolved is pensions.
cal 57 won one-year agreements at three lor, Clark, and Local 6 Secretary-Treasur- The amount of money involved has been
companies last month, calling for a 66c er LeRoy King.
agreed on, but not the insurance carrier.
wage increase. The settlements at Calcot
ILWU negotiators at Calcot were Local
The negotiating committee included
Compress, Summitt Compress and Ander- 57 Vice President James Walker, Tom Mark Kennedy, and Local 27 members
son-Clayton affect some 290 workers.
Espinosa, John Sandoval, Jr., and Clark. Cliff Rocheleau and Rusty Ross, and OrParnell Echols, Tony Reise and Clark ganizer John Bukoskey under the direction
A STRIKE ISSUE
of the northwest regional office.
The main issue, aside from money, was handled the contract talks at Summitt.
at Anderson -Clayton where employers
tried to introduce a starter rate at 30c
below scale.
"It was a strike issue with us," said
Local 57 Business Agent Ernest Clark.
"We hung tough down to the last minute."
"They bring it up every year," says
VANCOUVER, Wash. — Negotiations was raised 5%, to a level of 75% of the
Anderson-Clayton steward Floyd Taylor,
"but we knocked it out. We were going to with individual Pacific Northwest grain employee's daily wage. The agreement,
shut them down. They knew we had taken elevator operators (begun after signing of for the first time, includes coverage
a unanimous strike vote."
the ILWU-PMA master agreement) were under the sick pay plan for men out of the
completed October 19, Lee Henson, Local Hall who qualify. Employees with 800
NOT ONE PENNY LESS
grain negotiating com- hours of work in the elevators are entitled
Anderson-Clayton also tried to stick 4, chairman of the
to 5 days' sick pay, and those with 1,000
workers with only 65, "but we wouldn't mittee, reports.
hours to ten days.
the
to
conforms
which
agreement,
The
accept one penny less than the other
OTHER GAINS
1978-1981 Pacific Coast Longshore Conplaces," said Clark.
New sections added to the agreement
Apparently, employers feared a walkout tract document, covers elevator workduring what is considered one of the best ers in ILWU's five Northwest grain locals, include a safety program and a no-disVancouver, Portland, Longview, Tacoma crimination clause.
cotton seasons ever.
Substantial improvements also were
The one-year pact will bring the basic and Seattle.
made
in the welfare program, specifically
followthe
in
made
were
Improvements
to
pay
top
wage up to $6.28 an hour and
on-the-job accident and injury.
ing categories:
$6.50.
Members of the grain negotiating com• Holidays, equal to those in PCLCD.
The negotiating committee at Andersonin addition to Henson. were Herb
mittee,
requirements.
•
eligibility
PGP
Ruben
President
57
Local
Clayton included
• Wages, improved to match wages in Dyer, also of Local 4; Henry Lunde, Walt
the PCLCD. Also a percentage improve- Butler and Jerry Bitz, Local 8; John Holment of 3% for millwrights, electricians, mer and Vernon Strand, Local 19; Jim
Dispatcher
Next
Burgoyne and Jim Cadwell, Local 21; Jim
and secondary control operators.
Deadline — December 4 master
• Sick Pay Plan. The amount per day Norton and Rick Ryan, Local 23.

!MU Cotton Compress Workers
Dump Employer's 'Start Rate' Scam

Grain Locals Improve Contract

1
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Dispatcher Interview

South Africa Unionist Blasts Fake Labor 'Reforms'
Zola Zembe, now living in exile in London, is Treasurer General of the South
African Congress of Trade Unions, a multi -racial trade union federation. SACTU
and its affiliates—some legal, some underground—constitute a major element
in the political and economic struggle
over apartheid now underway in this
white-ruled nation.
After going to work in a stone quarry
at age 16, Zola Zembe became active in
the South African liberation movement,
and was frequently arrested. He was an
active member of the Railway and Harbor
Workers' Union when he was forced to
flee South Africa in 1963, rather than
face a jail term for distributing leaflets.
This Dispatcher interview took place
when Brother Zembe was in California
last month on a speaking tour sponsored
by the local chapter of the Coalition of
Black Trade Unionists, the ILWU Local 6
and Local 10 Southern Africa Support
Committees.
What's the general situation facing black
labor in South Africa today?
We cannot really talk about black labor, without
looking at the whole system of apartheid by which 18.6
million Africans, 2.4 million so-called "coloreds" of mixed
parentage, and 700,000 Asians are kept subjugated by
4.4 million Europeans. Despite the few cosmetic reforms
which have been made recently, the basic facts of this
system remained unchanged—in fact, strengthened.
Social segregation is virtually untouched. We continue
to be denied citizenship in our own country. We are confined to living in separate townships, which are almost
always miserable slums, without electricity and indoor
plumbing. Black children continue to attend inferior
schools, where the expenditure per child is one-tenth the
amount spent on a white child's education.
Black workers are confined to the lowest paid, most
menial jobs. Even where they perform the same work
as whites, they are paid far less, and subject to continued
insults and degradation which is almost impossible to
explain unless you have lived it.
The heart of the apartheid system is the homelands
policy by which all Africans are said to be residents of
a "bantustan" — something like an Indian reservation.
The idea is separate development. The bantustans occupy
about 13% of the land in South Africa, desert, scrub land,
landlocked—the worst areas in the country.
The problem is that the Europeans cannot have their
extremely high standard of living without cheap black
labor, and so Africans are brought into the city to work.
That is the basis of the hated pass laws, whereby every
African in the city must carry a pass on him at all times,
which can be demanded at any time by the police. On
any day, 1,000 of us are arrested and prosecuted for violations of the pass laws. This whole system destroys the
African family. The "migrant" worker is not permitted

make it appear as though South Africa is improving, and
to confuse and divide the opposition. It will not work.

What sort of help do you need?

Zola Zembe, Treasurer General of the South
African Congress of Trade Unions, right, met with
ILWU International President Jim Herman.
to settle down near his work, he cannot own property, he
has no political rights, and most important, he is not
allowed to have his family with him. There are those
African workers who see their families for perhaps one
week out of the year—many do not see them at all since
they cannot afford to leave their jobs in the city.

There have been reports of some reforms
being made. What is their effect?
Well, there has been considerable moral pressure
from the rest of the world, the changing situation in
Rhodesia, Soweto and other internal protests, and so on,
and so there is a group of whites who are trying to remove what's called "petty apartheid," the separate
drinking fountains, bus stops and so forth. What they are
basically doing is getting rid of some of the annoyances
at first class hotels, airline terminals and other highvisibility places frequented by foreign visitors.
The government has also passed a labor law "reform"
package which is equally illusory. It is also partly a
desire to show a better face to the world. But at the
same time, it makes apartheid more effective, by
strengthening the government's control over the trade
union movement. It does not change the basis of the
apartheid system which is based on the migrant labor
system, the pass laws, and the effective denationalization
of black people.
They are going to permit African trade unions to
have "registered status," to conclude agreements with
employers and collect union dues, but the decision as to
whether a union is eligible for registration rests with the
government, and its criteria of "stability" and "suitability."
Most important, migrant workers—who compose 80%
of the black workforce—are excluded from union membership. Only a small, privileged minority of those who
have managed to acquire the status of permanent residents, can be members. The law also permits white unions to continue to maintain a racial closed shop, which
has always kept blacks and others out of the skilled,
better paying trades, and gives existing white unions the
right to veto the formation and registration of new black
unions. So we say that this is public relations, designed
to get a little better press for the apartheid system,

Basically we are asking trade unionists all over the
world to continue the campaign of quarantining the
apartheid regime. This is of tremendous importance to
the people who are fighting for freedom within South
Africa, both politically and psychologically. This campaign should extend to all areas—sports, culture, trade,
investments, loans, etc. Under no circumstances should
the community of world opinion grant any legitimacy to
this regime which is based solely on the oppression of
one group of people by another.
On the question of economic relations, foreign capital
— taking the form of investments and bank loans — has
played a tremendous role in stabilizing the current regime. One simple fact which I think everyone can understand is that the amount of loans South Africa receives
from the west is about equal to its bill for military hardware and oil.
The boycott has begun to have its effect. Especially
since the 1976 Soweto uprising, investors have been staying away. Although the west's stake in South Africa is
still substantial, the fact that people have been protesting
has had the effect of forcing companies that are a little
more public relations conscious to take a second look.
There's also a ripple effect — if some US companies
choose to slow down their investments there, it makes it
easier for British, French, Canadian, German and other
businesses to do the same.
We understand that divestment is a complicated
procedure—for example, in the case of trust funds which
are not solely under union control — but the campaign
to force companies out of South Africa gives a tremendous lift to African people, as well as having the effect
of educating western people about the issues involved.
We are very much aware of and deeply appreciate the
position of organizations like the ILWU that their members do not wish their future security to be dependent
on the stability of this regime.

What about the argument that disinvestment, boycotts, etc., will only increase
black unemployment?
The effect would actually be quite minimal. Most
American investment is in high-technology type fields
where there is very little black employment. More to the
point, suppose there is a certain amount of economic
hardship—I think that with only a few exceptions most
of us would argue that we are willing to make those
sacrifices for the ultimate goal, which is the destruction
of this vicious system. We do not have very much to lose.
Change will certainly not come peacefully as long as foreign support keeps the government strong enough to
resist domestic pressures. The only real hope we have
for change without bloodshed is to force South African
whites to realize that they must live with us and work
us, they cannot pretend we don't exist and use us at their
discretion.
Then, most important as well is the political function
of the campaign for isolation of the regime. It is a way
to make our position understood by the American public,
to get them to understand the role of their government
and corporations in sustaining oppression in Southern
Africa. It is an important gesture of solidarity, affirming
support for their struggle for justice and freedom, and of
immeasurable value in that regard.

German Unionists See Pros, Cons
In New 'Co-Determination' Plan
SAN FRANCISCO — The ILWU played Nazi power.
"We re-established it after the war as
host October 9 to a delegation of six leading West German trade unionists—officers one of the ways to protect our country
of the 250,000 members Food and Allied against fascism ever developing again. The
Workers Union—in the midst of a two week unchecked and arbitrary power of the industrial barons had been one of the main
union-sponsored tour of the US.
The group visited two Local 6 houses— pillars of the Hitler regime, and we saw
Best Foods and Guittard Chocolate—ac- co-determination as a way of democratizcompanied by BA Al Lannon, and then met ing the entire structure."
NOT SATISFIED
for discussions with International VicePresident Rudy Rubio and Research DiBut the delegates were less than satisrector Barry Silverman. Laurent Enckell, fied with the workings of the new co-deNorth American representative of the In- termination law. The controlling vote on
ternational Union of Food and Allied Work- the supervisory panel remains in the hands
ers, served as coordinator and interpreter. of the stockholder representatives, as well
as control over day to day operations.
HISTORY OF POLICY
The composition of the employees' deleAmong the major items discussed was
on the supervisory board,Herrmann
gation
of
system
of
the
German
operation
the
"co-determination" which gives workers said, discloses the lack of real parity. On
and their representatives 50% of the seats a 20-man board, for example, three repreon the "supervisory boards" of major cor- sentatives would be named by the principal
porations. The supervisory board is the trade union with collective bargaining
upper level of the two-tiered German busi- rights. The other 7 employee board members would represent wage earners, salaness structure.
Co-determination, said delegation leader ried employees and senior executives—the
Erich Herrmann, first became a part of last two of which would of course be more
German labor relations in 1920. under the inclined to see things from the employer's
Weimar Republic. It was destroyed, how- point of view.
"Still, we are committed to working with
ever, along with the entire structure of
German trade unions, during the period of and improving this situation along with our

ILWU International Vice-President Rudy Rubio, far left, met with delegates
from West German Food and Allied Workers Union.
collective bargaining strength," said Herr- beverages, food processing, tobacco, homann. One positive feature, he pointed out, tels. motels, restaurants, and agriculture.
is the ability to get accurate information Comprising 250,000 members, it is by far
from the company on operations and fi- the largest and most important food worknances, as well as the right to veto the er union in the Federal Republic of Gerchoice of the company's top labor relations many.
executive.
According to NGG data, only 43 percent
Members of the delegation included Herr- of the food and related services sector is
mann, who is Vice-President of the union; organized. Beer bre w in g, and tobacco,
Wolfgang Weber. a member of the admin- sugar and margarine manufacturing are
istrative committee; District Directors close to 100 percent organized, however.
Gunter Lepnies and Horst Helterhof, and The union represents both floor and cleriexecutive board members Helmut Pirkl cal employees, through approximately
and Franz Ney.
1.600 current contracts. In the firms where
The West German Food and Allied Work- the NGG operates. the union has won 77
ers' Union (NGG) covers all aspects of the percent of all available seats on the refood and related service sectors including spective Works Councils.
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'Big Three' Auto Contracts Significant to All Workers
Certain collective bargaining agreements around the country
traditionally serve as benchmarks or trend setters in labor relations.
Settlements in the trucking, auto and longshore industries, for example, arouse considerable interest and discussion among thousands
of workers in unions around the country.
The UAW has recently concluded new three-year contracts with
the "Big Three" auto makers. Because of the general interest in these
settlements and the approach of the UAW to such nationwide problems as inflation, pensions, runaway shops, and shorter hours of work,
the 1LWU's Research Department has prepared the following summary
of the highlights of UAW auto settlements.

"The largest single economic package
ever negotiated in the auto industry" is
how UAW Vice-President Irving Bluestone
described the recent UAW-General Motors
settlement.
The contract, ratified 3 to 1, features
large pension increases for present and
future retirees. It takes what the UAW
describes as "another long step toward the
four-day work week". It provides wage
gains and improvements in the cost-ofliving formula, and eases speedy recognition of the UAW at new GM plants.
UAW members set pensions as a ±1
priority in negotiations. While the union
failed in its initial demand to tie pension
benefits directly to increases in the cost
of living, basic benefit improvements for
both past and future retirees far exceed
any increases previously achieved by the
UAW over a three-year period.

Pension Improvements
The UAW-GM Pension Plan is extremely
complex. It features several levels of benefits for both past and future retirees, depending on a worker's job classification
and his date of retirement. It also has
a provision whereby a worker can retire
at any age after 30 years of service—what
the UAW calls 30-and-Out. All we can do
here is to explain the highlights.
CURRENT RETIREES
For participants who retired prior to
October 1, 1979, the basic benefit is increased by $1.90 per month per year of
service, or by $47.50 per month for a retiree with 25 years of service. Eight more
increases over the term of the agreement
will provide a total increase of $3.95, or
$98.75 monthly after 25 years of service.
Here are two examples of what these
increases mean to retirees:
(1) Participants retired prior to October
1, 1970 received a credit of $9.95 per month
per year of service, or $248.75 monthly for
25 years of service. That benefit will increase to $13.90 per year, or $347.50 for
25 years over the term of the new pact.
(2) The rate of pension accrual for participants who retired after October 1, 1970
was one of three amounts depending on
their job classifications. (Four levels of
benefits were introduced beginning October 1, 1974 and continue into the new
agreement.) For example, a "B" level
participant who retired between October 1,
1970 and February 1, 1974 was receiving a

credit of $10.20 per month per year of
service, or $255 monthly for 25 years under
the old agreement. His benefit is increased
immediately to a credit of $12.10 per year
of service ($302.50 for 25 years), and goes
up in eight steps over the term of the new
agreement to a credit of $14.15 per year,
or $353.75 for 25 years.
The new agreement also features increased benefits for "30-and-Out" pensioners who retired under the old agreement. The basic purpose of "30-and-Out"
is to enable a worker to leave the industry, have enough money to live on until he qualifies for Social Security at age
62, and not at the same time suffer a
decline in regular pension benefits he
might have been entitled to had he continued to work. Therefore, the amount of
money he receives upon retirement after
30 years of service is reduced when he
qualifies for Social Security. Under the
old agreement a 30-and-Outer received
until age 62 the same amount of benefit
he received when he first chose to retire.
Now, under the new agreement, he will
receive increased 30-and-Out benefits until
he reaches 62.
An example of how this works under the
new agreement is provided by the UAW:
A worker who retired on October 1, 1974
with 30 years of service at age 56. and
who therefore was age 61 on October 1,
1979, received under the old agreement
a monthly benefit of $625. Under the new
agreement this amount is increased immediately to $675. He goes up to $685 on
February 1, 1980 and to $700 on August 1,
1980. When he reaches age 62 on October

1, 1980, his total from the UAW-GM plan
is reduced to $445 monthly. He also then
qualifies for Social Security. His plan
benefit is then increased five more times
during the term of the new agreement,
bringing him up to a monthly benefit of
$432.50 effective August 1, 1982.

FUTURE RETIREES
Benefits are greatly increased for participants who retire on and after October
Wages
1, 1979. Under the old agreement, particiUAW-GM
settlement follows the
The
a
either
$10.75,
credit of
pants received
$11.00, $11.25, or $11.50 per year of serv- industry wage pattern of many years
ice depending on their job classification. standing by providing in each year of the
(Normal retirement age for most partici- three year agreement a three percent
pants is age 62.) Effective October 1, 1979, (3%) increase across-the-board, what the
each of these rates of accrual is increased contract calls the "annual improvement
by $5 per year of service. "By compari- factor." The first year's 3% increase
son," the UAW notes, "the largest initial brings the hourly rate for a janitor to $8.77.
increase in the past was the $1.75 negoti- for an assembler to $9.13, and for a tooland-die maker to $11.19.
ated in 1970."
In addition, the UAW was able to mainThis means that a "B" level participant
its cost-of-living escalator (COLA),
tain
re1979
1,
retiring on or after October
ceives a credit of $16 per year of service, and improve it beginning December, 1981.
or $400 per month after 25 years. This The UAW-GM COLA provides, quarterly
amount will increase in eight steps over during the term of the agreement, one
the life of the new agreement to a maxi- cent (1) in wages for each three-tenths
of a point (.3) increase in the combined
mum of $18.25, or $456.25 for 25 years.
Workers who retire later during the U.S.-Canadian Consumer Price Index. The
term of the agreement will receive slight- interval of .3 is reduced to .26 for the
ly higher amounts. The largest benefit for quarterly adjustments beginning Decema -B" level participant who retires on ber 1, 1981. This reduction in the wage
or after October 1, 1981 is an initial credit adjustment interval will keep wage inof $17.80 per year of service ($445 for 25 creases more closely in line with inyears) and that goes up in two steps to creases in the Consumer Price Index.
It is important to note, however, that
$18.45 per year 4461.25 for 25 years, be14c of these COLA adjustments—one cent
ginning October 1, 1982.
Benefits are also increased under the from each of the first eight quarterly ad30-and-Out program for participants who justments and two cents from the last
retire after October 1, 1979. As explained three—are being diverted from wages to
by the UAW,"Effective 10-1-79, 30-and-Out fringes, as the UAW explains, "to help
total benefits payable to age 62 will be pay for the costly total benefit package
raised to $800 per month, an increase of provided by this agreement. "This money
$100 over the previous Agreement's 30- is not later recoverable as wages.
and-Out level. Of equal importance, a
Paid Personal Holidays
precedent-setting gain has been achieved
In 1976, as a step toward shortening
which will add eight periodic increases the work week and providing for a more
over the term of the new agreement.
equitable distribution of available work,
"No longer will the 30-and-Out benefit the UAW introduced "paid personal holiremain fixed. The eight increases will days" in addition to the regular holidays
add $115 per month to the 10-1-79 30-and- already provi-led in the agreement. The
Out retiree's total benefit before age 62. 1976 agrcement provided 12 days over its
By the end of the new agreement the total three-year term, five to be taken during
the second year of the agreement, and
seven taken during the third year.
The 1979 settlement more than doubles
the number of paid personal holidays—
to 26 over the three-year period. The
26 days are to be taken as 8 during the
first year of the agreement, and 9 durlas Fraser to a seat on the Chrysler Board ing each of the last two years. "Under
of Directors, and to grant to the UAW the new PPH formula," the UAW says,
some degree of control over the invest- "each eligible worker will get a day off
ment policies of the Chrysler pension fund. approximately every 24th day worked in
The annual 3% increase in wages will be 1980. and approximately every 21st day
delayed six months in the first year of the worked in 1981 and 1982."
The UAW also made important progChrysler agreement, four months in the
second year, and two months in the third. ress in other areas, including health care,
While Chrysler workers will get the same health and safety protection, and strengthCOLA adjustments as at GM and Ford, as ened funding for Supplemental Unemploythe Wall Street Journal explains, "Instead ment Benefits—particularly important as
of adding most of prior and recently ac- layoffs rise.
crued cost - of - living payments into base
The "Southern Strategy"
wage rates for the start of the new conOver the long run, the UAW's attempt to
tract . . . Chrysler will continue to pay the break GM's -Southern Strategy"—moving
money to workers separately."
facilities to anti-union, right-to-work states
The major saving, roughly equivalent to —may prove to be the most important rea $35 million loan, "comes from the fact suit of this year's negotiations.
that cost-of-living payments are made in
Historically, the UAW explains, when
quarterly sums instead of weekly as with there has been a transfer of employees
regular wages. Chrysler will be able to use from an organized plant to a new plant,
this accumulated cost-of-living money to the UAW has been able to secure immediaugment its cash flow between quarterly ate recognition, and the new plant is
payments." This system of payment will brought under the national agreement.
be brought into line with GM and Ford in
The problem with this was that the
December 1980.
employees could transfer only if work at
Pensions will rise 30% less at Chrysler the new plant resulted in layoffs at existthan at GM and Ford, and the first boost ing UAW plants. Now, under the new
will be delayed three months. However, agreement, workers will have the right to
subsequent increases will raise pensions transfer with seniority "to all new GM
to the pattern level.
U.S. plants which make products similar
Chrysler workers will receive six fewer to those produced at existing plants where
"paid personal holidays", their number the UAW bargains for production and
rising from 12 to 20 rather than the 26 pro- maintenance workers." Layoffs at existvided at GM and Ford. However, while the ing facilities are no longer a pre-condition
GM and Ford days are allocated 8 days for transfer. In effect, the UAW will autothe first year and 9 days for each of the matically get recognition at plants built
last two years, Chrysler workers will re- in the future that produce products identiceive 9 days in the second year of their cal to those made at plants they already
have under contract.
contract and 11 in the third.
After wrapping things up with GM, the
The UAW's attitude toward the problems
at Chrysler is perhaps best summed up by UAW moved on to Ford and won subthe president of a Chrysler local, "If this stantially the same agreement, plus ceris the only way for Chrysler to survive, tain special features for skilled trades. The
we're willing to give a little. We don't want Ford pact was ratified 4 to 1.
—ILWU Research Department
to give up our jobs."

The UAW -Chrysler Settlement
The UAW has also reached tentative
agreement on a new three-year contract
with financially troubled Chrysler that
will give the company a break by deferring to the third year some $203 million
in economic benefits that take effect during the first two years of the GM and Ford
settlements. By the end of the agreement,
Chrysler workers will have caught up and
be at parity with those at GM and Ford.
In addition, Chrysler management has
agreed to nominate UAW President Doug-

How '30-and-Out' Works
(1) Assume a worker retiring at age 57 on October 1, 1979 with 30 years of
credited service. (Note, does not become age 62 during the term of this agreement.)
Monthly Benefit
Effective Date
$800
10/1/79
810
2/1/80
825
8/1/80
840
10/1/80
855
2/1/81
870
8/1/81
885
10/1/81
900
2/1/82
915
8/1/82
1979 with 30 years of
1,
October
(2) Assume a worker retiring at age 61 on
service at the Class "A" benefit level. (Note, becomes age 62 and qualifies for
Social Security a year from now.)
Monthly Benefit
Effective Date
$800
10/1/79
810
2/1/80
825
8/1/80
62nd birthday, 1011/80
(Goes on regular pension,
$16.45 per year x 30 years) 493.50
502.50
2/1/81
51150
8/1/81
520.50
10/1/81
529.50
2/1/82
540.00
8/1/82

benefit of such a retiree will rise to $915
per month."(See -30-and-Out" box below.)
30-and-Out benefits payable prior to age
62 are greater still for participants who
retire later in the agreement. A person
who retires on 30-and-Out prior to age
62 on or after October 1, 1981 will receive
$895 monthly, and this will increase in
two steps to $935 monthly effective September 1, 1982.
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Labor Board Says
Stevens Must
Shape Up or Else
Safety vs Profits—
Court to Decide
WASHINGTON, DC — Should an employer's profit-and-loss statement be considered in determining to what extent—
if any—a worker should be exposed to a
potentially-fatal chemical?
That's the essence of a question the
US Supreme Court has been asked to
answer. The court's decision, job health
and safety experts agree, will have a profound effect on the cornerstone federal
law designed to protect the lives of American workers.
The focus of the case is the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's
1977 ruling on benzene, a chemical commonly used in the petroleum, chemical
and steel industries.
Benzene is a proven cause of leukemia,
genetic damage and often-fatal anemias.
Tens of thousands of workers are exposed to the substance every day, although not all of them could be expected
to become ill.
OSHA in 1977 had found benzene so potentially harmful to workers that it issued an emergency standard severely
limiting exposure to the substance. The
standard ordered that a worker could be
exposed to no more benzene than one part
per million parts of air.
That ruling reduced maximum allowable exposure by 90 percent of what it
had been since 1971.
EMPLOYERS' CASE
The American Petroleum Institute, a
chemical industry trade association, complained that the cost of changing industrial operation to satisfy the new rule
would be prohibitive.
The management group argued that
OSHA had overstepped its legal authority
by setting a requirement that was too
stringent and, more importantly, setting
it without considering the financial impact
The high court's decision, expected late
this year or early in 1980, is seen as critical by OSHA and its supporters.

Local 6 pickets at Serramonte Shopping Center October 13.

Local 6 Comes Through

Good Turnout at J P Stevens Picket
DALY CITY — Dozens of members of
Local 6 from three divisions rallied October 13 to protest the sale of J. P. Stevens
products at Mervyn's department store.
Despite harassment from the Daly City
police, called in by the Serramonte Shopping Mall management, thousands of
leaflets were distributed and hundreds of
signatures were gathered on petitions asking Mervyn's to discontinue carrying and
promoting Stevens products.
Heading up the boycott activity were
Local-wide Publicity and Education Committee members, including Chairman Ger-

Sterilization Case
WASHINGTON, DC — The Occupational
Safety and Health Administration has proposed a $10,000 penalty against American
Cyanamid because the company allegedly
forced women employees to be sterilized
in order to keep their jobs.
The case involves the firm's chemical
plant in Willow Island, West Virginia. On
October 9, 1979, OSHA issued a citation
to the company, charging it had adopted
and put into effect "a policy which required women employees to be sterilized
in order to be eligible to work in those
areas of the plant where they would be
exposed to certain toxic substances."
OSHA interpreted the policy to be a
wilful violation of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act, which requires employers
to provide employment free of recognized
hazards likely to cause death or serious
physical harm.
Assistant Labor Secretary Eula Bingham, who heads OSHA, said "no worker
must be forced to sacrifice his or her right
to conceive children in order to hold a
job."

Local 6 steward Alex Loville buttonholes a shopper.

Meany Will Retire
As AFL-CIO Chief

ry Butler and Boycott Coordinator Jim
Lutticken, along with Business Agents Joe
Figueiredo, Don Ruth, Henry McKnight,
Frank Magallanez and Al Lannon.
The Committee gives special thanks for
getting a good turnout (in competition
with the World Series!) to Stewards Alex
Loville (Zellerbach) and Dave Frenna
(Blake, Moffitt and Towne).

!MU Leaders Help
Win SF School Strike
SAN FRANCISCO—Intervention by city
labor leaders, including officials of ILWU
warehouse Local 6, was credited with ending a prolonged and crippling teachers'
strike last month on a satisfactory basis.
Entrance of the labor leaders into the
negotiations was a key factor in the settlement of the nearly two-month-old strike,
according to school district spokesmen,
because "they provided a different kind
of chemical mix that assisted the mayor
in resolving the disputes."
Credited with the assist were Keith Eickman, president, and LeRoy King, secretary-treasurer, of Local 6. Others who participated included Jack Crowley, secretary
of the San Francisco Central Labor Council, and Jack Goldberger, president of the
Joint Council of Teamsters.
Also getting a great deal of credit for
her role in insisting that the strike be settled was San Francisco Mayor Dianne
Feinstein. The central issue in the strike
was the union's demand that the school
board rehire, without discrimination, 825
laid-off teachers. The contract now provides for the rehiring of 715 of these, on
their old jobs.

WASHINGTON, DC—The Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers scored a major legal victory against the anti - union
J P Stevens Co. as the National Labor Relations Board ordered the giant textile
firm to grant ACTWU organizers equal
access to its plant facilities throughout the
United States during the next two years.
Citing Stevens's "demonstrated and
longstanding proclivity to violate the
(National Labor Relations) Act, and thereafter . . . often to ignore remedial orders
of this board and on occasion of the
courts," a three-member NLRB panel declared that "the imposition of extraordinary remedies" sought by ACTWU was
justified.
In its decision—the 21st remedial order
to be issued by the board during ACTViU's
15-year organizing drive against the company—the panel also ordered that Stevens's president, chairman of the board,
and other directors personally sign a
notice promising to end the firm's illegal
anti-union activities. The notice must be
posted at each of the company's 80 plants
around the country, and copies distributed
to all 45,000 Stevens employees.
PAST VIOLATIONS
NLRB Members Howard Jenkins, Jr.
and John C. Truesdale said the unusual
remedies were required "to dissipate the
effects of the extraordinary violations
committed" by Stevens. Member Betty S.
Murphy joined her colleagues in the findings, but said some of the remedies imposed were inappropriate.
The decision stems from an ACTWU
organizing campaign dating back to 1976
at Stevens's Angle and Ferrurn plants in
Rocky Mount, Va., during which the union
charged the firm with multiple labor law
violations. In October 1978, an NLRB hearing officer ordered the company to reinstate an employee discharged for union
activities. The administrative law judge
also ordered the company to end its illegal activities, including threats of reprisals to workers who engage in union
activity.
BROAD REMEDIES
The NLRB panel unanimously upheld
the judge's findings, but broadened his
remedies to include:
•Upon request of the union, Stevens
must furnish immediately an up-to-date
list of all its workers' names and addresses.
•Union representatives must be given
reasonable access to company bulletin
boards and allowed to address employees
at all plants.
•In the event of an NLRB election at
any Stevens facility, the company must
allow "at least two union representatives
reasonable access to each of (the) plants
. . to deliver a 30-minute speech to employees on working time."
The panel condemned the company for
repeated violations of past NLRB orders
as well as those of the courts, and said
the tendency to violate labor laws has
been "found to emanate from the highest levels of . . corporate management."
ACTWU called the decision "another
verification of the JP Stevens pattern of
unlawful conduct."

WASHINGTON —.A FL-CIO President
George Meany has made it official that he
will not seek re-election at the end of his
current term of office in November.
Meany, 85, has headed the giant labor
federation for nearly a quarter of a cen- Oregon Labor Asks Unity
COOS BAY — The Oregon AFL-CIO,
tury. He was incapacitated, however, for
most of last summer from arthritis and a after passing a mixed bag of controversial
resolutions, ended its annual convention
bronchial condition.
His retirement was announced by AFL- here September 21 with pleas for unified
CIO Secretary-Treasurer Lane Kirkland at action in the labor movement.
Delegates to the labor federation's fivea special meeting September 28 of the fed.
NEWPORT NEWS, Va — Newport News
day meeting called for a trade boycott
eration's Executive Council.
Shipbuilding
Company's decision on Octoa
issued
Kirklan d, 57, is favored to succeed against Chile because of that nation's antiNIOSH and OSHA have jointly
new publication to help union officials and Meany when the AFL-CIO holds its bien- worker, anti union policies and outright ber 11 to abandon its nearly two-year legal
health and safety committees assess work- nial convention here on November 15. He disregard for human rights, and pledged battle with the United Steelworkers and
has been the AFL-CIO's number-two man support for the United Farm Workers and bargain with the union as representative
place exposures to chemical hazards.
the Kennedy National Health Insurance of 15,500 production and maintenance emThe publication, entitled, "NIOSH/OSHA for 10 years.
ployees is regarded as a breakthrough in
lists
Hazards,"
Chemical
Born in the Bronx in 1894, Meany began bill.
Pocket Guide to
They also urged abolition of the Council organized labor's struggle to gain bar380 chemicals for which there are OSHA his career as a plumber's apprentice at
standards. It hicludes information such as age 16 and went on to become president on Wage and Price Stability; a mandatory gaining rights for workers in the South.
The company says it will not appeal the
synonyms for each chemical, permissible of the New York Federation of Labor in one-year notice to workers, unions and
exposure limits, chemical and physical 1934. In 1939, he was named secretary- communities on plant closures, with a six- Fourth Circuit's affirmation of a National
properties, personal protection and sanita- treasurer of the AFL under its president, months' notice on layoffs; and the con- Labor Relations Board bargaining order
tinued boycott of JP Stevens products and and "will begin good-faith negotiations as
tion requirements, appropriate respirators, William Green.
soon as practicable in an effort to agree
Meany became president in 1952 after Coors beer.
and health hazard data.
However, the convention endorsed the upon an equitable contract."
To obtain the Free Pocket Guide write: Green's death, and then assumed the presThe company's decision brought to a
Publications Dissemination, DTS, NIOSH, idency of the combined American Federa- continued development of nuclear power,
4676 Columbia Parkway, Cincinnati, Ohio tion of Labor and Congress of Industrial and federal legislation banning log ex- close its efforts to overturn the Steel45226, and ask for publication number 78- Organizations at the time of their merger ports. In addition, efforts to endorse SALT workers' January 31, 1978 victory in an
II were defeated.
NLRB representation election.
In 1955.
210.

New Guide Available

Steelworkers Win
At Newport News
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MillISPATCHER

Cutter Labs

The following article was
written with the Dispatcher
staff by members of the
1LWU warehouse Local 6
Cutter Labs negotiating committee.
Cutter is a big house, 325 people with a
wide variety of skills. We have our ups
and downs. There have been periods when
we have been strong, united and effective,
and other times when it seemed like the
company was calling all the shots. This
time around we were determined to take
the initiative.
We started preparing for these negotiations a year and a half ago when we reestablished the stewards' c o u n c ii, and
started once-a-month meetings. It worked
—it wasn't just on paper. The stewards began to get stronger, we cleaned up a lot of
backed-up grievances. The stewards set up
a committee to put out a newsletter to the
members, and we even began doing some
research on our own about the company.
WELL-PREPARED
So when we got together last May to
elect a negotiating committee and start
talking about demands, there was generally a better spirit than there had been for
some time. The committee was a good
cross-section of experienced people, stewards and new people. From the very beginning, the committee worked well together—there were few personal or political tensions getting in the way.
The whole idea was to get things going
as soon as possible. The contract expired
September 1. We began using the monthly
stewards' council meetings as a forum to
prepare for negotiations. We discussed
ideas for demands with the stewards and
then had every steward poll the members
in his or her department to get their ideas.
The stewards and then the committee
members then got together and whipped a
package into shape.
Basically, our demands weren't so unusual—we wanted new money to keep up
with inflation—certainly no less than was
negotiated in the Master Agreement. We
also wanted cost-of-living language to protect that money. We wanted improved
benefits, and some special compensation
for some of the skilled trades people who
were falling behind.
When we held our first meeting with the
company, we weren't too surprised at their
attitude. To put it gently, they were arrogant, patronizing and superior. We're not
saying this as a personal reflection on the
company representatives—it seemed to be
a tactic they had deliberately chosen to
try to intimidate us. They wanted to stay
in control, to set the terms for the negotiations—the head company man made a
long speech about the state of the world,
the state of the parent company, and the
state of Cutter. It was all very interesting,
but boiled down to a basic attitude of
"we're putting bread and butter on your
table—you guys should take the long view
and try to help the company."
COMPANY "OFFER"
But we were a little surprised to find the
extent to which the company was testing
us. Their economic offer was a laugher—
they put 150 on the table for the first year,
followed by 2.4% the second year and 3%
the third year. They included $1,05 in improved health and welfare benefits in this
package which we had negotiated under
the old agreement.
The takeaways were the worst of it.
They wanted a starting rate substantially
below the base rate, they wanted to take
away the vision care part of our health
and welfare benefits, to reduce the shift
differential and to end'a provision tieing
wages for machine builders to outside tool
and die rates.
If nothing else, this company offer united us. The takeaways were totally off the
wall, and the economic proposals were insulting. Our position was that everything
we had on the table was negotiable—except
takeaways—and that has always been consistent. We had no desire to strike—there
were many people who would have been

Local 6 members at Cutter Laboratories voted overwhemin9ly to ratify new agreement at packed meeting October S.
hit hard. But the committee and the membership were absolutely solid that it would
be better to take them on right now than
give an inch on benefits people had fought
so hard to win over the years.
And so we dragged on through the rest
of the summer, holding perhaps 10- 11
meetings in August and into September.
The company kept up the same line about
the importance of the starting rate, about
how well-off we were and about the need
to take a "broader view."
STARING CONTEST
At one point, we offered to come down a
dime the second year and Curtis McClain,
who was serving as the union's spokesman, said something like "it's up to you
now." That produced a staring contest
which lasted about 2 hours. Not one word
was exchanged and it only broke off when
it was time for the company people to go
home. It was a little unnerving, but we
knew where we stood, and we were willing,
to stay in negotiations for as long as necessary, no matter how ridiculous it might
seem at the time.
We just couldn't figure out where Cutter
was at. They certainly weren't pleading
poverty, and nobody would have taken
them seriously if they did. They told us
about all the inventory in the warehouse,
but we all knew that would last about a
week. The question in our minds was
whether or not the parent company had
really decided to take us on, to put us in
the street over the takeaways, and to try
to break the union, or was this just the
usual bluff.
MEMBERSHIP UNITY
The unity of the membership sustained
us constantly. We had total support. Nothing united us like the takeaways, and it
was very clear that we could put a very
solid strike together in defense of our
conditions. In fact, it was this unity that
broke the company, because it was only
after we got a 100% strike vote from a
packed membership meeting that we saw
the slightest hint of movement.
Immediately after the October 3 strike
vote, the company increased the offer—

but it was still not anywhere in the ballpark. Our response was to give 48-hour
strike notice. It was at that point that,
instead of breaking off negotiations, they
suuested continuing to talk. It was the
first sign we had seen in three months that
they wanted tc avoid a strike.
But the real negotiations didn't start until Friday morning, October 5, with a
strike deadline 24 hours away. The clock
was ticking and we were ready to go.
We had resigned ourselves to the possibility of a strike, and so had the membership. There was nothing on the table
but takeaways and a totally insignificant
economic package.
We met at Federal Mediation headquarters on the Embarcadero at 10 a.m., and
spent the next 23 hours with us in one
room and the employer in another. The
mediator, Dorothy Christiansen, shuttled
in between. It was clear that our months
of preparation had boiled down to this
last 24 hour stretch.
For the next ten hours, we might as
well have stayed at home. There was no
give from the employers' side, except
perhaps 10e during the course of the whole
day. But as we went to dinner at about
9:30 p.m.—frustrated at the lack of progress—we all determined that we could sit
as long as they could, and longer.
ALL-NIGHT VIGIL
Now things really began to drag. It was
strange being locked up in the building—
two miles or so down Market Street a
sniper was taking pot shots from a brokeni
window in a high rise and the whole city
was in an uproar. And there we sat,
locked in this strange confrontation with
a giant multinational corporation over our
right to earn a decent living—there was
a little feeling of unreality about the whole
experience. As we dozed, played cards
and talked among ourselves, the conversation always came back to where our
bottom line was and how much compromising we could do. We didn't want a
strike, for sure, but we were very clear
that we could not live with the takeaways.;
and with an inferior economic package.

It was not until 3 a.m. that things began to move. Suddenly there was 50e on
the table for the first year, 50c the second
year and 65c the third year. It wasn't
acceptable, it wasn't even in the ballpark,
but we were sure now that they weren't
trying to put us in the street. It was at
that point that we agreed, among ourselves
only, that we would stop the clock if necessary, and drive for a settlement.
The offer continued to move up, and
some of the fringe benefits began to fall
in line. At about 3 a.m. for example, we
got the floating holiday in the second year
of the agreement, and over the next few
hours, as the money continued to move
up, we reached agreement on some of
the other benefits.
CRISIS AT 5:15 A.M.
But it wasn't over. The real test of
nerves came at about 5:15 a.m. The takeaways were suddenly not being discussed
anymore, and they had stopped trying to
stick us for the $1.05 in the improved
health and welfare package. But the 6565e-174 offer on the table just wasn't
enough. We were ready to strike, and
actually began to put on our coats and
get ready to leave. But at the advice of
Curt McClain, we decided to wait, and
when we saw the employer team walking
down the hall to get more coffee, we realized that they weren't going anywhere
either. There was more money in the pot.
At about 6 or 6:30 the employers made
an offer of 80 -75e-80c and we knew we
were close. We knew there was just a
little more there, and we instructed Curt
that we would settle right then for the
extra nickel in the second year instead
of the third. And so at 6:25 on the nose
the company agreed verbally to 80-80maintenance of benefits on health
75,
and welfare, retroactivity, some additional
fringes, and confirmed that they were no
longer insisting on the starter rate and the
other takeaways.
It was 9 a.m.-23 hours after we started—before they came in with the tentative
language for us to approve. Monday afternoon, after a unanimous recommendation
by the committee, the membership am
proved the agreement by a majority of
better than 95%. There is no doubt in anyone's mind that this is the best contract
ever negotiated at Cutter.
It was a remarkable experience for all
of us, and it is not easy to sum it up in
a few words. We learned a tremendous
amount about trade unionism, about the
ILWU and about ourselves. We were very
fortunate to have support from the local,
from Secretary-Treasurer LeRoy King,
from BA Leon Harris and from the International, but mostly we were fortunate
in the unity we had behind us. There is no
substitute for it. We also learned from our
mistakes.
The lesson learned is that we need to go
into 1982 even more prepared, behind a
program of no takeaways, maintenance
and protection of our wages, benefits and
conditions and perhaps with a small savNone the worse for wear after 23-hour marathon negotiating session, Local 6 ings account, elected picket captains and
Cutter Labs negotiating committee checks out language. From left, Mary picket asigm-nents and a clear view of
Alice Benjamin, Bill Walker, International Secretary-Treasurer Curtis Mc- what has to be done. If we can do that, we
Clain, Sumner Kooiker, Virginia Hamrick, BA Leon Harris, Lazarous Agbowd, will again be able to avoid a strike and win
steward Jim Ryder, Gary McKenzie. Not shown, Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer a little more of the profits we produce for
Cutter.
LeRoy King,
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Local 10 Scholarship Gave Boost to
Oakland Symphony's New Maestro
OAKLAND — Ascending the podium to
open the Oakland Symphony's 46th season
at the Paramount Theatre November 3
will be Calvin Simmons, the son of a longshoreman and the first black Music Director of a major American orchestra.
Simmons' parents. retired Local 10 docker Henry Simmons and his wife Mattie, a
member of the ILWU Federated Auxiliaries, will no doubt be sitting proudly in
the audience, enjoying and supporting his
music as they always have.
The ILWU can also boast of having
played a small role in furthering Simmons'
career, as he was the recipient of a Local
10 Jeffress Memorial Scholarship in 1968.
WIDE BACKGROUND
Although only 29 years old, Calvin Simmons brings an incredible amount of experience to the Oakland Symphony. He
has been guest conductor of the New York
Philharmonic, Los Angeles Philharmonic,
American Symphony Orchestra, San Francisco Symphony, and the Glyndebourne
Festival Opera in England.
He also made his debuts last year with
the Metropolitan Opera in "Hansel and
Gretel," and the San Francisco Opera in
"La Boheme," where he received the
coveted Kurt Herbert Adler Award.
Despite these celebrated achievements,
Simmons is known as a very down-toearth person with a relaxed manner and
a huge smile. Yet he admits he can be a
"bastard" during rehearsals. ("Let's make
some music here, and do it right, properly, and with discipline.-)
Mattie, a Gospel singer and pianist, gave
Calvin his first piano lesson when he was
five years old. By the age of nine he was
singing with the San Francisco Boys
Chorus. He first conducted the chorus
when he was 11.
"He loved classical," says Mattie. "He

Evert Kankkonen,
Local 50 Veteran
ASTORIA — Evert V. Kankkonen, long
active in Local 50, lost his long bout with
cancer August 30.
More than 200 people attended the funeral service, held here September 1, and
a long line of cars journeyed to Greenwood,
Clatsop county's pioneer cemetery, for the
concluding rites.
Kankkonen celebrated his 63rd birthday
last July in the hospital where he had
been a patient for many months. Known
for his dedication to the ILWU and to the
local in which he had held various posts,
including that of president. he was a personal friend of the late US Senator Wayne
Morse and attended funeral services for
the Senator when his body lay in state at
the Capitol Building in Salem.
Except for the years when he was away
from Oregon during his service in World
War II, Kankkonen never missed a July 5
march in Portland in honor of the dead
of "Bloody Thursday," and he liked te
recall the time when the Senator led the
march and spoke from the podium in the
Battleship Oregon park.
Kankkonen's courage in the face of
mounting pain from his illness has become
legend in this port. He is survived by five
sisters and one brother.

Everett Ede Honored at
Stop-Work Memorials
PORTLAND — All longshore work in
Portland harbor ceased for five minutes
at 9 am October 15 and again at 7 pm in
memory of Everett Ede who died Sepkmber 27 of cancer. (See Dispatcher October 5.)
The action was authorized at a Local 8
stop work meeting October 10, according
to Local 8 President Bill Luch. Ten ships
and two barges we affected by the brief
memorials.

Calvin Simmons, new music director
of Oakland Symphony is the son of a
retired member of Local 10 and a
Federated Auxiliaries activist.
never bought a rock record in his life, and
he must have a million-dollar record collection. I loved Elvis, but he didn't like
anybody like that."
After graduating from high school in
1968, Calvin attended the Cincinnati College Conservatory with the help of the Local 10 Jeffress Scholarship. He later enrolled in the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia where he studied with conductor Max
Rudolf and pianist Rudolf Serkin.
The specialized schooling in the East was
expensive, recalls Mattie, "but we didn't
go hungry for it. My husband worked constantly and so did Calvin. He won other
grants and awards, and as he was studying
he was also teaching."
"My father was always behind my music
—he was having a great time," says Calvin. "He still is."

George Lee Testimonial
ILWU Warehouse Local 26 members
will throw a Testimonal Dinner December
21 in honor of Vice-President George Lee.
who is retiring at the end of this year. The
dinner will be at the Cockatoo Inn in Hawthorne, California. Tickets are $17.50 each.
"We hope to make this Testimonial a high
point in George's Career,- says Local 26
Secretary-Treasurer Max Aragon, chairman of the planning committee. For information and reservations, contact George
K. Lee Testimonial Dinner, 5625 S. Figueroa, Los Angeles, CA 90037 1213) 753-3461.

BC Labor Fed Vows Resistance to
Unemployment Insurance Cutbacks
VANCOUVER, BC—"We have to fight
back, we must fight back against any further cuts in unemployment insurance,"
Jim Kiruiaird, president of the 250,000
member BC Federation of Labour told over
1000 trade unionists and unemployed at a
protest rally in Vancouver on October 11.
"The BC Federation of Labour is determined to lead a province-wide fight back
to prevent further erosion of unemployment insurance by the present Conservative government in Ottawa. More than
250,000 workers were made ineligible for
unemployment benefits because of drastic
changes in unemployment regulations
made by the Liberal government in Ottawa before it was defeated earlier this
year. Among the hardest hit are women,
youth, and all seasonal workers."
The rally was part of a nation-wide protest campaign sparked by the 2.3 million
member Canadian Labour Congress.

will use on his worker," charged Jim Kinnaird at the Vancouver protest rally, "to
prevent them from quitting low paying jobs
with bad working conditions.
"Such a regressive act will create a captive work force for every anti-union employer in Canada.
"The Conservative government in Ottawa is not concerned with working people,
it is concerned only with appeasing the
corporate community."
The Vancouver rally was one of several
being organized by the Federation. The
labour body is also circulating a petition
protesting the cuts already in effect and
those now being proposed.
ILWU MEMBERS AFFECTED
"BC longshoremen are and have been
affected in several ways by these unemployment insurance cuts," said Frank Kennedy, Canadian Area ILWU treasurer.
"Our casuals will be hit the hardest because now it will be more difficult for
them to qualify.
"Furthermore the new regulations imposed by the federal government compelled us to make changes in our welfare
plan to protect our members that are costing the plan a quarter of a million dollars
annually.
-Any longshoreman that made $20,670 a
year and who was on unemployment insurance for a period of time during that
year had to pay a surcharge of 30% on all
benefits that brought his total income over
$20,670. We took our welfare plan out of
unemployment insurance and now pay the
$175 a week direct to our members so he
doesn't have to pay the 30%."

MISLEADING
According to Statistics Canada there are
currently 719,000 unemployed in Canada,
6.4% of the work force. The figures for
British Columbia are 84.000 and 6.8%.
Labour economists charge that these figures are misleading because whole categories of unemployed are not included in
the surveys, and that the actual figures
are at least 50% higher.
Bill C-14 passed by the Liberal government headed by Pierre Trudeau reduced
maximum benefits for unemployed by 6%.
It also imposed stiffer eligibility qualifications for new entrants to the work force
and increased the qualification period from
the previous 10-14 weeks to 20 weeks of
work. Now a worker in BC must also work
at least 20 hours a week for the same employer to have this work credited to him China Trade Pays Off
for unemployment insurance purposes.
In Prince Rupert
OTHER GAINS THREATENED
PRINCE RUPERT — Grain shipments
Recently the Canadian Labour Congress out of this northern Canadian port are exmade public a Conservative government pected to increase by 50 percent this year,
study paper entitled -Unemployment In- largely because of exports to the People's
surance in the 1980's. a Review of its Ap- Republic of China, according to officials
propriate Role and Design." This study. here.
Robert Kitching, general manager of the
together with statements made by various
Conservative spokesmen, have aroused ap- new multi-million dollar Port of Prince
prehension in the labour movement that Rupert, said Chinese ships have been takplans are being hatched to eliminate bene- ing delivery of most of their Canadian
fits to pregnant women and the sick, to dis- wheat shipments here because Prince Ruqualify those who have working spouses as pert is the closest Pacific grain port to
well as anyone who voluntarily quits a job Mainland China.
"We shipped 20 million tons of grain
or is fired for misconduct.
out of here last year, most of it to Asia.
It was this study and these statements
And by 1985 we expect to increase the
by government spokesmen that caused
shipments to 30 million tons. The Chinese
the Canadian Labour Congress to launch
figure they can get an extra round trip
a national protest.
a year from each of their bulk carriers by
"They plan to place a club in the hands using Prince Rupert because we are 400
of every unscrupulous employer which he miles closer to China than Vancouver.

Lessons Learned in ILWU Aid Active Local 10 Pensioner

FAIRFIELD, CA—Not one who usually workers. (-Anytime you hear a Mexican
cares for formalities, Nils Lannge took with a Swedish-Finnish accent, you know
rare pleasure in the recent groundbreak- goddamn well who his teacher was.")
ing ceremony of Parkway Plaza.
He soon began to work closely with El
The retired Local 10 longshoreman had Centro de Informacion y Servicios and was
worked tirelessly for nearly three years to named to the board of directors of El
secure federal funding and begin construc- Clinica OLE, organizations offering varition of the apartment complex.
ous social services and helping ethnic miHe served first as a board member— norities, women, the aged and others to
and then president—of the North Bay Hu- attain "economic liberation."
man Development Corporation (NBHDC),
Lannge has personally registered 3,000
the non-profit outfit heading the effort to voters in the county since 1972. And in
build housing for low-income seniors and
handicapped adults in the area.
Lannge's involvement in the project is
just one aspect of his diverse community
interests. At 73. he epitomizes the active
ILWU pensioner. Lannge plunges into his
volunteer work with the same vigor he
showed in the 1930s as a seaman stoking
steam engines with tons of coal every hour,
or as a docker toting 360 lb. copper plates
for three days straight. He remembers
those slave conditions well, and is devoted
to the unions that eliminated them.
CARRYING ON TRADITIONS
"What I'm doing is really carrying on
the traditions of the ILWU," said Lannge.
After retiring from Local 10 in 1968,
Lannge and his wife Dagmar moved to
Saint Helena. He immediately volunteered Local 10 retiree Nils Lannge conducts
to work at the public library, and later meeting of North Bay Human Develtaught conversational English to farm opment Corporation.

1975, he was elected supervisor of the
farm workers' federal credit union.
UMBRELLA ORGANIZATION
Earlier this year, he was appointed secretary of the executive board of the California Human Development Corporation,
the umbrella organization of the NBHDC.
The organization administers CETA programs in 18 counties and the entire state
of Oregon. Its major focus is on jobs and
job training, but is also involved in criminal justice system services, economic development and, of course, housing.
The CHDC board of directors, Lannge
points out, is made up of the same crosssection of people that built the ILWU—
whites, women, Chicanos. blacks and
Asians.
"The momentum carried with me from
the ILWU," he explains. "I tried to emulate the examples set by the leadership.
In his 33 years in the union, Lannge was
business agent, an executive board member, a frequent caucus and convention delegate, and secretary of the dock and gang
stewards' council for 15 years.
"It was a tremendous educational experience. Workers were educated in the democratic process. We were actually encouraged to participate in contracts and such,"
he said. "I was observant and it taught
me well. You've got to compromise with
people but you can't compromise your
principles."
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Anton Refregier
Dies at 74
SAN FRANCISCO — Anton Refregier,
whose historical murals in the Rincon Annext Post Office endure despite continued
threats of demolition, died October 10 in
Moscow. He was 74.
Refregier had gone to the Soviet Union
a year ago as a guest of the artists union
in Moscow. He was to paint a mural at a
medical clinic, but had been hospitalized
there with heart trouble for several
months. He died after suffering a "massive stroke," said artist Emmy Lou Packard, a longtime friend.
Born in Moscow of a French father and
Russian mother, Refregier studied art in
Europe, and at the Rhode Island School
of Design. He settled in New York's artist
colony of Woodstock in the 1930s.
CONTROVERSIAL MURALS
In 1941, Refregier won a national competition to depict California history in a series of 27 murals in the then-new Rincon
Annex. World War II intervened, however,
and the artist didn't begin work on his
$26,000 government commission until 1946.
Because some murals dared show the
persecution of Chinese workers, a vigilante
execution, "fat" monks, and the 1934 San
Francisco and maritime and general
strike, they immediately became controversial.

MINSPATCHEIt

balls and
strikes

A close play at the plate scores a run for United Grocers Squad No. 2 against UG No. 1—which didn't stop UG
No. 1 from going on to win the game and the tournament.

Slo-Pitch

Biggest Local 17 Softball Tourney Ever
SACRAMENTO — Hundreds of athletes,
cheerleaders and spectators the largest
crowd ever — enjoyed an exciting and
smoothly run Fifth Annual Local 17 SloPitch Softball Tournament October 27, at
Elk Grove Park.
Slo-Pitch is big up here, and many
members of this ILWU warehouse local
participate in one or more teams in city

leagues. The Local 17 tournament has
grown steadily over the years—some 16
teams participated this year including
four from Local 6 and the "International
All-Stars," composed of International officers and staff and members of Sacramento longshore Local 18 and clerks Local
34.
Credit for the smooth running of the

ANTON REFREGIER
"The artist must either love or hate
the thing he paints. He must be a
participant in the life around him,
taking sides as all good artists of the
past have done, and through his painting offer his comments and contributions."
The House Un-American Activities Committee, the labor-hating Hearst press, and
others attacked Refregier and tried to destroy his murals. San Francisco artists
and workers came to their defense time
and again.
"He was a true radical painter," said
Bay Area artist Louise Gilbert, who was
one of Refregier's original assistants on
the murals. "Ref never separated his
painting from his political ideas. He expressed in his painting his hatred of injustice and tyranny and his support of people
in their struggle for freedom."
FIGHT CONTINUES
Emmy Lou Packard led the fight earlier
this year to have the Rincon Annex, including the murals, declared a San Francisco
landmark to protect it from possible demolition.
On September 20, the city's Planning
Commission declared the lobby and murals
a city landmark. However, the Board of
Supervisors has yet to concur. Board
members will decide November 20, and
Packard and the committee to save the
Rincon Annex has a petition with 6,000
signatures to present to them. But Packard
insists that the fight will not be over when
landmark status is achieved.
"The building can still be torn down.
Only our petition, with thousands of names
on it can impress Congresspeople and the
Postal Service with the fact that public
opinion wants the murals to stay in the
present lobby and he lobby to remain open
to the public."
Packard says Refregier recently wrote
her a letter imploring people to do everything possible to keep the murals from
being moved, for fear they would be destroyed.
Refregier is survived by his wife, Lila; a
son, Toto, and a daughter, Brigit. Plans
are to return his ashes to Woodstock for
burial, Packard said.
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LOCAL 35 TEAM—The "Spoilers," team comprised of members of ILWU
Local 35, Trona, recently finished second in the community fast-pitch softball league. Standing (back row, from left) are Cary Dabbs, Bill Currey, Phil
Bartel, Gene Brannon, Melvin Quinton, Bob Peters. In the front row (from
left) are Curt Hesman, Ken Knowles, Ed Bowkley (coach), and Mike Hesman.

Local 142 Sports Program Sets
Heavy Schedule for Next Two Years
played in Kailua-Kona in Feb. 1980-81.
The 19804981 Local 142 sports program
MOLOKAI'S 12th and 13th mixed Meapproved at the Hawaii local's recent 14th
Biennial Convention should be an inspira- morial Day golf matches will take place at
tion to mainlanders. Here it is:
the Kalua Koi Course in May 1980-81.
STATE TOURNAMENTS
KAUAI SURF'S 12th and lath mixed inSOFTBALL (fast pitch)-25th on Maui, vitational bowling tournament is set fog
May 16-17, 1980; and 26th on Hawaii, May June 1980-81.
THE KONA 9th and 10th mixed golf
15-16, 1981.
GOLF-27th on Hawaii, Aug. 30-31, 1980; tournament is slated for the Waikoloa
Course in July 1980-81.
and 28th on Oahu, Sept. 5-6, 1981.
NANILOA SURF'S 11th and 12th mixed
MEN'S BOWLING-24th on Kauai, Nov.
bowling matches will be schedinvitational
27-28,
Nov.
Oahu,
on
28-29, 1980; and 25th
uled later.
1981.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
WOMEN'S BOWLING-7th on Oahu, Feb.
• Unit sports committees are urged to
15-16, 1980; and 8th on Hawaii, Feb. 19-20,
consider adding tennis to the program,
1982.
where there is sufficient interest — with
ISLAND-WIDE
competition limited at the unit or island
SOFTBALL—leagues will run from Jan. levels to start off with, and expanding to
to April. Each island can exercise the op- inter-island plays later. Kauai has the only
tion of playing either fast pitch, slow pitch organized program thus far, which was inor mountainball.
itiated this year.
BOWLING—mixed and men's leagues—
* The Local 500 Vancouver, B.C. golfers
each island will have optional season may visit Hawaii in 1980 or 1981.
dates.
•Oahu Division is planning a 16-day
GOLF—ILWU golf Clubs will play month- bowling-fishing tour to Vancouver, B.C. in
ly ace and special tournaments.
April-May 1980, mainly for Oahu members,
SPECIAL TOURNAMEINTS
with limited participation by other DiKONA'S 9th and 10th softball series will be vision members.

tournament goes to director Jim Facio,
who made sure everyone knew where and
when to show up, and also to Local 17
President Obie Brandon and Lloyd Jones
of the Port of Sacramento. "We were particularly glad to have the teams from the
other locals participate. It's a great way
to get to know each other a little better,"
said Facio.
UG TEAM WINS
When the last game was over at 10
p.m. United Grocers' Team No. 1 came
out on top for the second straight year,
but only after holding off its traditional
foe, a scrappy Safeway Warehouse team
which had beaten UG earlier in the day
by a score of 12-11. The score in the final
game was 13-6.
Among the surprises in this year's tournament was the performance of Local 6's
San Francisco team, which took third
place honors. Local 6 got as far as the
semi-finals where they lost to Safeway.
Local 17 teams included United Grocers
(three squads), Rykoff, Safeway (two
squads), Market Wholesale, Roll's Distributors, Port of Sacramento, Extra Board
and Levine Metals. Local 6 sent teams
from San Francisco, Oakland, Stockton
and Crockett.
The International All-Stars, continuing
their steady rise from the status of tournament doormat, opened a few eyes by posting a record of three wins and two losses.
The All-Stars also won the coveted Sportsmanship trophy donated by umpire Pete
Garcia, thanks to their slick play, cooperative attitude, and especially their enthusiastic cheerleaders.
Most Valuable Player awards went to
United Grocers' pitcher Steve Jarvis and
Safeway second baseman Richard Luna.

Walter Anderson of San Jacinto, California, a retired member of Local 13,
tripped far and wide this past bird
hunting season in quest of big feathered game and found trophy-sized
Canadian honkers in the Webber, Nebraska area this past fall. He's shown
above (left) with hunting buddy Tom
Clark. Anderson's honker tipped the
scales at nine oounds while Anderson's winger weighed in at eleven
pounds.
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Local 12 Honors Chile Pickets,
Cites Destruction of Union Rights
NORTH BEND—"ILWU Honors Pickets
—Protest Holds Up Ship Unloading." This
was the banner headline on the front page
of the Coos Bay World October 16.
The story featured a picture of picket
Nancy Hale of the Eugene Free Chile Committee getting a cup of coffee from Local
12 member Russ Maine -in the cold dawn
at Central Dock," Coffee for the pickets
was brewed by Teddy Stamper. wife of Local 12 member Harry Stamper.
Hale was one of 60 people who picketed
the Manheim when she arrived here with
5 million board feet of logs from Chile destined for the Georgia-Pacific plant in Toledo, eight miles from Newport.
The German flag ship, under charter to
Chilean Lines, and too heavily laden to
cross the Yaquina Bay bar, was diverted
to Coos Bay. Four gangs were dispatched
to start taking off the deck load at 8 a.m.
October 16.
Longshoremen, clerks and foremen refused to cross the picket line. Lightening
the load on the 43,000-ton vessel did not begin until the following morning, after regional arbitrator Roger Fielding ruled the
picket line was not bonafide under the union contract. The logs taken off here reportedly went to a G.P. sheathing mill in
Coquille.)
CROCODILE TEARS
Corporate brass was unable to get its
publicity straight, with one spokesman
claiming the logs were from land the company owns in Chile, and another saying he
had made "long purchasing trips" to the
South American country "four times in the
past ten months.- It was claimed the logs
are needed to keep employees working in
the G.P. mill in Toledo. One spokesman
shed crocodile tears over dock jobs that
would be lost to longshoremen without the
imports.
-Georgia-Pacific's principal concern is
profits; they are not trying to save any,
jobs.- said Local 12 President Joe Jakovac.
Local 12 Secretary Eugene Bailey told
the weekly Bay Reporter that the union at
its convention this spring called for a boycott on all trade with Chile -to put pressure on that rotten, corrupt, no-good dictatorship.

Labor's Image
LONGVIEW — "Our schools teach antilabor, the news media pounds it into people's heads. . , books and movies portray
unions as bad guys," a recent issue of
Local 21 REPORTS charges in a hardhitting front page article.
-There seems to be a move on all
across the country to declare war on
organized labor . . . apparent from Washington, D.C. right on down to the local
area. . . .
"Look around you at what's happened
in the last year or so . . . mechanics and
glass workers locked out of their jobs,
more and more businesses operating without union help. . . . A long strike at Tallycraft . . the big new wonderful NORPAC plant filled with non-union thinking
people as the paper called them."
NOR-PAC, says Local 21 REPORTS is
"not only a union-busting tactic by
Weyco, but they have even imported this
(non-union) help in the face of local unemployed people who pay taxes in this area.
It has the disguise of a 'new company.'
Bull, it's the same old Weyeo, with 10%
or so Japanese investment . . . and we
are off and running on a non-union track
barring AWPPW, IWA and others involved. . . .
"When we have a paycheck every week,
it's easy to overlook the erosion, but if we
don't start taking a hard stand and say
I'm going to do everything possible to
protect this check and those of my fellow
workers whatever their affiliation, we will
one day find these checks shrinking or
maybe non-existent. . . .
"Grab he arm of organized labor and
hang on. We may not agree with each
others' internal ways. but we had all
better agree on a united effort to ward
off the movernerit by big business and
Government to do us under.'

"The best way to do that is through the
pocketbook. Money (received in export
trade) isn't everything in life, sometimes
human life is of more value."
Jakovac was quoted in The World as saying the local and his International backed
the cause of freedom in Chile, and hoped
President Carter would call for a total economic boycott of the country.
People in Chile "don't have the same
freedoms we do. The trade unions have
been squashed." He pointed out that more
than one million Chileans are living in exile and -they love their country and want
to go back."
UNIONISTS PERSECUTED
Jakovac said his Local 12 has contacts
with longshoremen in Chile, and they
"have been harassed, people have disappeared and been killed."
The Oregon AFL-CIO at its state-wide
convention in Coos Bay last month called
for a boycott on trade with Chile and urged
the US government to press ahead with extradition proceedings against members of
the Chilean secret police indicted for the
murders in Washington, D.C. of Orlando
Letelier, Chilean ambassador to the US
under Allende, and his secretary, a US
citizen.

BC Lumber Pacts
VANCOUVER, BC—The three unions in
the forest industry on the Canadian west
coast, the International Woodworkers of
America, the Canadian Paperworkers Union and the Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers
of Canada, have each signed a new two
year agreement with forest companies.
The new contracts provide for an immediate increase of 90 an hour across
the board with a further 9.5% increase in
the second year. The base rate in the first
year will go up from $8.16 to $9.06 per
hour.
Other gains include an increase in the
toilers' wage to $154 including travel to and
from the cutting site, and major improvements in the pension plans.
The lumber industry is the largest on
the Canadian west coast.

Navajos Need Xmas Toys
WILMINGTON—Johnny Marks, the retired ILWU Local 13 member who has so
diligently championed the cause of the
Navajo Indians, is asking for help in obtaining new toys for Christmas presents
for the handicapped children in Window
Rock, Arizona. Much needed contributions
of small toys should be brought to the
union hall before November 30 in order
to be delivered on time.

LEITEOS
Tribute to Ben
Who is Ben Davis? To most people on
this planet the name Ben Davis means
nothing, but here in ILWU Local 17, Book
#1 stands as a criterion in the handbook
of militant unionism.
In the late war-scarred forties, I was
but a newcomer in the rank and file. I
heard names like Harry Bridges, John L.
Lewis, etc. I started getting my stripes
by working on permit out of Local 17's
Hall on Front and Capital. The dispatcher
was Emile Massey. The regular meetings
were held at the Mexican Center. Walter
Arndt who chaired the meeting could do
little to control the colorful oratory of a
blue suited Frank Thompson, our despotic
business agent.
In the midst of the clamor, a man of
solid build rose to take the floor. The hall
quieted in order for him to talk. I listened
then as I listen to this day when this selfstyled socialist speaks. In his words lie
the end product of strikes, self sacrifice
and dedication to the principles of good
unionism.
It was some time later in my apprenticeship that I met Ben face to face. He
was Job Steward at Globe Mills on 12th
and C (now defunct). He asked me my
name. I told him and he asked me how
to spell it? I countered with "How the hell
do you spell a Flood?" He laughed and
proceeded to do his thing. A score and
ten years have gone by since that day. I
will always cherish the memory.
I could list a bible full of accomplishments and landmarks achieved by Ben.
The History of our Union is studded with
his feats and advances that he helped
engineer.
A man whose principles are a target
to some or an enigma to those of lesser
persuasion. Ben, who served as President before retiring, is still a ball of fire
among the pensioners. I hope he never
wants for an axe to grind. A dull axe cuts
little.
Fraternally,
Russell W. Flood
Local 17, Retired

I recently ran into a man by the name
of Frank Rollins, who now works at Holiday Harbor, on Lake Shasta.
He was a former employee of the Los
Angeles Herald-Examiner, and walked out
during the strike. He recalled how he and
many other strikers worked out of ILWU
Southern California longshore hiring halls
while they were on strike. He was on the
bricks for seven years, and never went
broke.
He said: "Those longshoremen sure
took good care of us during the strike.
They are a fine bunch of good union men
with a great union."
Gordon Giblin
Local 13, Retired

A Bad Bill
We want to call the attention of the
rank and file to a bill, HR 3236, approved
by the House of Representatives aimed
directly at those too ill or disabled to
work.
This is action by a House anxious to
raise their salaries, lacking the guts to
meet the energy crisis with any action
detrimental to Big Oil.
This is a beginning wedge against the
gains made by the workers for protection
in old age, illness or injury.
It is regretable, we had Representatives from the State of Washington supporting HR 3236, namely, Norman D.
Dicks, Thomas S. Foley, and Joel Prichard, Bonker and Swift.
Fraternally,
Tom Richardson, President
Rosco Craycraft, Recording Secretary
Seattle ILWU Pensioners Club

Sick and Tired

Anybody advocating through the ILWU
Dispatcher the election of the present appointed Mayor of San Francisco cannot
even remotely claim to represent the real
needs of the working class, the ILWU
membership nor, most certainly those senior Longshoremen, Warehousemen. Harbor workers, Teamsters and Seamen who

I'm sick and tired of people who get on
radio talk shows and complain about
unions. They don't realize that big business is run by money greedy people. When
they are not controlled by unions, some
—and maybe all — will overwork people
for lower wages, and some will not even
pay for overtime.
Lest we forget, let's remind the public
of this fact. Unions may not be perfect,
but we can work to improve them. It
would be insane not to stay with unions.
Fraternally,
Mrs. Clohe R. Carter
Daly City, Ca

Do you know some workers who don't make union wages?
Who have no fringe benefits? Who have no security on the job?
In other words, do you know workers who want to be organized into the ILWU? If so, please write or telephone information to one of the following. An ILWU staff member will be
happy to help.

Seattle Area
John Bukoskey, Organizer
5501 - 4th Avenue. South,
Rm. 212
Seattle. Wash. 98108
Phone: (206) 762-$640
Canadian Area Office
Craig Pritchett,
Regional Director
2681 E. Hastings St.
Vancouver, B. C.
Phone: (604) 254-1141
Southern Calif. Regional Office
Donald Wright, Regional Director
5625 South Figueroa St.
Los Angeles, Ca 90037

'A Fine Bunch

Voting Recommendations

Organ
'

Northwest Regional Office
G. Johnny Parks,
Regional Director
405 N.W. 18th Ave.
Portland, Ore. 97209
Phone: (503) 223-1955

fought and sacrificed their own welfare
so that all who physically worked hard
like themselves would share in deriving
some of the benefits of the wealth created by their expertise and their labor. In
other words, beware of the opportunists
who pose as workers and union men.
Dianne Feinstein is a No-No.
Ken Austin
Pensioner ILWU-10
Endorsements in San Francisco
municipal elections are made by the
San Francisco Joint Legislative Committee, a delegated body representing area locals.
—Editor's note.

Phone: (213) 753-5594
Earlie Barnett, Intl Rep.
Lorenzo Gonzalez, Organizer
F. W. Nagel, Jr., Organizer
Riley Moore, Organizer
Northern Calif. Regional Office
1188 Franklin Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94109
Phone: (415) 775-0533
Felix Rivera, Intl Rep.
Karl Leipnik, Inrl. Rep.
Phones: Crockett Area:
(415) 787-1711
Sacramento Area: (916) 371-563$
Hawaii Office
Thomas Trask
Regional Director
451 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
Phone: (808) 949-4161
Edward Tangen, Intl Rep.
John Arisumi, Intl Rep.

CRDC Wants
Public Input on Energy
NORTH BEND — The Columbia River
District Council lowered the boom on the
Jackson regional power bill, S. 885, and its
companion measure in the House, HR
3508, at a meeting in the Local 12 Hall
September 15.
Secretary Wayne Featherston was instructed to write subcommittee members
in the House and Senate pointing out that
the bills place too much clout in the hands
of the Bonneville Power Administrator and
that they do not allow enough public input
into vital decisions relating to energy
sources and allocation.
"We don't want BPA deciding what's
good and not good for the people of the
Northwest." Featherston said.
The utilities have proposed nine new
nuclear plants in the Oregon-Washington
area. The CRDC is on record against the
building of any more such plants until
problems connected with the permanent,
safe disposal of nuclear waste are solved.
The Jackson bill hit the deck with a letter on the subject from Dennis Brown of
the Organization for Utilities Reform.
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New Log Berths Planned in Everett
EVERETT-Local 32 Dispatcher Gallen
Hudson reports that the local's LRC committee met recently with the Port of Everett and the two stevedoring companies
on port proposals to construct two new log
berths adjacent to Pier 3.
Space for log ship berthing is needed
because the Port's East Waterways terminal will close the three log ship berths
there. But that development is "several
years down the line," and locating new
log berths at Pier 3, which would require
the driving of five dolphins similar to
those used to guide vessels at ferry terminals, is only a stop-gap measure since
the area eventually is to be filled in.

Fines OK for Union
Members Who Scab
SAN FRANCISCO - A recent federal
court ruling has expanded a union's right
to discipline members who cross picket
lines and return to work during a strike.
A two-to-one decision by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the International Association of Machinists' method
of dealing with members who resign or
seek to resign during a strike in order to
scab on their fellow workers.
The US Supreme Court had previously
affirmed a union's authority to fine members who work as strikebreakers. But it
left unclear which remedies are available
if a member quits a union.
In a 1973 case, the Supreme Court declined to enforce the IAM's fine against
a person who resigned before returning to
work during a strike. The court held that
since the union's constitution did not mention the issue, it remained an "open" question as to the extent that a union may limit
a member's right to resign.
The Machinists then amended their constitution to prohibit a member who resigned during a strike or within 14 days
before the start of a strike from working
behind the union's pickets for the duration
of a legal walkout.
The National Labor Relations Board declared the JAM provision invalid on the
ground that the union has no power to
regulate conduct after a worker has resigned. But the appellate court said that
the NLRB had given a "hypertechnical"
reading to the IAM constitution. The court
found that the constitutional bar amounted
to a proper restriction on resignation during a crisis situation.

Points raised by the LRC were the cost
factor and the weather factor. Work at
Pier 3 sometimes has to be shut down
because of the weather, Hudson said.
Logs now are being loaded on the north
side of Pier B, and it was pointed out if
some dredging were done on the south
side of Pier B, log ships could berth there
also. It is a sheltered location. That area,
once used as a small boat harbor, had
been promised to a tug company for the
storage of boom sticks and log rafts, but
longshoremen suggested another storage
place could be found upriver.
Construction permits for the Pier 3
berths have not yet been issued. The plan
"is being reviewed with the longshoremen
and the Puget Sound pilots," according tc.
an article in The Daily Shipping News.
Everett is basically a log port, with
longshoremen unloading 150-175 log ships
a year. "We also have some pulp going
to Europe and the Far East, and maybe
ten ships a year bringing in alumina. It
goes on air belts into a Dome, and then
by rail to Anaconda in Montana. But logs
are our bread and butter," Hudson said.
The local has 120 registered men, and
anywhere from 50 to 75 casuals work out
of the Hall when there's a rush of shipping.
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old-timers'
corner
Low Dental Rates
Set for Seniors
LONGSHOREPERSONS-Six women
are getting work out of the Local 24
Hall, according to Dispatcher David
Zohowsky. "They have been working
as extra persons, on and off for the
last three or four months, and seem
to be doing okay. Port Angeles and
Olympia have dispatched women,
also," Zowhowsky said. Photo shows
Carol Dennis, Cosmopolis, helping
longshoreman Bill Kala "rastle" a 500
bale of pulp onto a hand truck. It was
going on the Indian flag ship, Meghalaya, destined for Bombay.
-courtesy "The Vidette"
Montesano, Washington

Dockers, Widows on Pension List
SAN FRANCISCO - Following is the David Courtemarche, Arthur Hite, DinNovember, 1979 listing of dockworkers ko Kolumbic, Roland Warde: Local 98,
retired under various 1LWU-PMA Seattle: James Hood, Thomas Pier.
plans:
*The widows are: Florence Ellis,
Local 8, Portland: William C. Hart, (Henry, Local 52); Esther Gillett,
Peter Kramer, William H. Ranta; Lo- ( Lloyd, Local 40); Alice Hellem, (Melcal 10, San Francisco: Charles Ander- vin, Local 21); Phyllis Hennessy. (Patson, Finas Rabb; Local 13, Wilmington: rick, Local 13); Eula Holcomb, (Oscar,
Raul Amavisca, Herbert Bollinger, Al- Local 10); Randi Jordan, (Kristian,
lan Moore, George Perreira, Charles Local 23); 'Margaret Kaley, (Frank,
Sarles, James P. Smith; Local 19, Local 13); Ruth Kempson, (Martin, LoSeattle: Wallace Austin, Paul Buxton, cal 94); Clara Langvad, (Conrad, Local
Preston Maggett, Steve Urlevich, Jack 23).
Vitalich.
Beryl Mauk, (Oscar, Local 10); MaLocal 21, Longview: W. L. Roberts;
Local 23, Tacoma: Walter Fisher; Lo- rija Mijat, (Roko, Local 10); Nellie
cal 24, Aberdeen: Arthur Ketola, Mar- Murray, (Jack, Local 10); Flora Perdivin Nagel; Local 34, San Francisco: goa, (Edward, Local 10); Joan Schurr,
Henry Cirincione, James Deacon, Har- (Sidney, Local 54); Frances Whitney,
old Scherz; Local 52, Seattle: Clarence (Norman, Local 51).
King, Emil LeMay; Local 54, Stockton:
*Names in brackets are those of deMilton Booth; Local 63, Wilmington: ceased husbands.

California dentists who are members of
California Dental Association have established a program which is designed to
make the full range of dental care (NOT
JUST DENTURES) more available, at
reduced fees, to Senior Citizens on limited incomes.
To date over 4,000 CDA members have
agreed to provide their services to this
special segment of the population at fees
lower than their usual ones.
To be eligible to receive this service a
person must:
• Be age 65 or over.
• Not eligible to receive Denti-Cal benefits from the State of California.
* Not have private or commercial dental service.
• Have a maximum household income
not in excess of $12,000.
Patients may call toll-free (800) 262-1213
to receive the telephone number of the
component dental society in their area. Thi
component dental society will then mail
them a list of all participating dentists in
their area.
Each patient will be responsible for making their own appointments with the participating dentist of their choice, and determining from the dentist the exact
amount (or percent) of the reduction in
fees. Financial arrangements will be made
between the dentist and patient.

Local 6 Pension Dinner
SAN FRANCISCO-Joe Muzio, President
of the San Francisco Warehouse Local 6
Pensioners Club, ILWU, reports that the
club will hold its Annual Christmas Dinner on December 2 at the Apostleship of
the Sea.
Members who wish to attend the dinner, can pick up their tickets at the
November 15 Pensioners' Meeting.

Polling will be between the hours of 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. at the union hall, 915
North Washington Street.

Local 7, Bellingham
Langshore Local 7 will hold its final
election December 3, 1979 to fill the offices
of president, vice president, secretarytrensurer, recording secretary/dispatcher
and one member of the executive board.
Nominations deadline was the first Monday of last month and this month. Polling
will be between the hours of 7:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m., at 309 Rose Street, Bellingham.

Local 46, Port Hueneme

Local 34, San Francisco

The deadline for filing Petitions for
Nomination of Officers and Committees
for 1980, closes at 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, November 13, 1979. Official positions to be
filled are: president/BA, vice-president/
Local 19, Seattle
assistant BA, secretary-treasurer/SF disLongshore Local 19, will hold its primary patcher, SF relief dispatcher, East Bay
election December 12-13-14, 1979 and final dispatcher and East Bay relief dispatcher.
election on December 19-20-21, 1979, to fill
Also open are: two sergeants-at-arms,
the offices of president, vice president, nine executive committeemen, three LRC,
secretary-treasurer, business agents, dis- three trustees, five investigating commitpatchers and 15 members of the executive teemen, five grievance committeemen and
board.
five legislative committeemen, as well as
Nominations will be made starting No- 12 for the promotions committee, and three
vember 16 and closing at the stopwork for the information and publicity committee. Convention/Caucus delegates for 1980
meeting of December 6, 1979.
Polling will be between the hours of 6 are for three from San Francisco and one
a.m. and 6 p.m. at 84 Union Street, Seattle. from the Delta unit. A delegate position to
the Northern California District Council,
ILWU, is also open.
The Balloting Committee will meet on
Local 26, Los Angeles
Wednesday, November 14 at 10 a.m., at the
Warehouse Local 26, will hold its elecunion's general offices-4 Berry Street,
tion to fill the offices of president, vice
San Francisco. They will report to the
president, secretary-treasurer, four busi- membership at the
Thursday, November
ness agents, six trustees and 49 members 15 meeting.
of the executive board.
Ballots will be prepared by the Union
The election will be held the week of office staff, numbered and put in the mail
December 3 through December 7, 1979.
on Monday, November 19, 1979. With each
Nominations were by petitions signed by ballot is a return stamped envelope adat least 10 union members in good stand- dressed to Louis Handler, CPA, 605 Maring (deadline for nominations were last ket Street, San Francisco. The ballots will
month-October 15-October 31 as printed in be delivered to the general office by Mr.
the bulletin). Voting will be conducted dur- Handler on Tuesday afternoon, December
ing normal working hours in the individual 4, 1979 and the sealed package placed in
the safe. Tally of the ballots commences
plants covered by Local 26 contracts.

at 8 a.m., Wednesday, December 5 in the
Conference Room at Local 34's offices,
with an open-door policy. The Balloting
Committee will report to the membership
at the December 20, 1979 meeting. The
Oath of Office will be given at the membership meeting of January 17, 1980.

Local 40, Portland
Clerks Local 40, will hold its primary
election November 26, 1979 and general
election on December 12, 1979, to fill the
offices of president, vice-president, secretary-treasurer/business agent, recording
secretary, sergeant-at-arms, three trustees
and six executive board members. Also
open are two dispatcher spots, one relief
dispatcher, four LRC and five grievance
committee members.
Both the primary and General Elections
will be conducted by mail ballot. The local
made petitions available for local union
office Thursday, October 11, 1979. All petitions must be completed by Wednesday,
November 14, 1979, at 8 p.m.

Local 47, Olympia
Local 47, ILWU, Olympia, Washington,
will hold its final election from December
17, 1979 through December 22, 1979 to fill
the offices of president, vice president,
secretary treasurer, recording secretary
and six members of the executive board.
Nominations will be made November 13
and December 11, 1979 at the stopwork
meetings.

Local 46, ILWU, Port Hueneme, California, will hold its final election Friday,
December 21, 1979 to fill the offices of
president, vice-president, secretary treasurer, trustees and 11 executive board
members.
Polling will be between the hours of 7
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Union Hall.

Local 63, Wilmington
Nominations are now open through November 15, for the offices of president-BA,
vice president, dispatcher and sergeant-atarms. There are openings for two relief
dispatchers (6-month term), three members for the board of trustees, 2 LRC (1 for
6 months), and three to the promotions
committee.
Also needed are convention/caucus delegates, six grievance committeemen and
seven members for the membership committee as well as 11 members for the executive board. Ballots for the mail ballot
are to be mailed before November 25.

New Welfare Director
SAN FRANCISCO - Bert Donlin has
been sworn in as the new Welfare Officer
of the Local 10 Pensioners Club. He succeeds Ernie Woods who is retiring after
17 years of dedicated service. The membership also passed a motion to purchase
a Plaque Honoring Ernie Woods.

BOYCOTT
J P STEVENS
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Short Strike Needed
At Local 26 House
LOS ANGELES — Local 26 members at
newly-affiliated A & A Die Casting have
unanimously ratified by secret ballot their
first contract after a 2-week strike provoked by the company's firing of employees due to their union activities.
Local 26 won substantial gains consisting of a decent basic contract, union security, improvements in working conditions,
hours, wages, and fringe benefits.
The Negotiating Committee consisted of
rank and file members Victor Morga, Saturnino Gonzalez and Business Representative Hy Orkin. Local 26 Secretary-Treasurer Max Aragon assisted in the last
stages of the negotiations.
PACKERS, LTD.
Union members at Packers, Ltd. also
ratified their first 3-year agreement. Benefits were improved by an additional holiday, sick leave, increase in pension contributions, and the gains were substantial
in wages. There was also improvement
made in the working conditions.
The negotiations were handled by rank
and file member Raul Fernandez and
Jesus Alvarez, Business Representative.

Holland Hitch Pact
NIILPITAS — By a vote of 34-4, members
of ILWU Local 6 employed at Holland Pacific Hitch Co. have overwhelmingly approved a new three year agreement featuring substantial wage increases and other
improvements.
Wages are increased by 10% the first
year (minimum 65o), 8% the second year
and 7% the third year, with adjustments
for various classifications taking effect
during the first and third years. Shift differentials are increased by 10o per hour.
The agreement also provides, for the
first time, a cost of living escalator clause.
On health and welfare, the new contract
follows the area agreement.
VACATION BONUS
The negotiating committee also won extra vacation pay for employees with ten
or more years of service. The vacation
pay bonus amounts to one day for employees with 10 years of service ranging
up to five extra days' pay for employees
with 14 or more years of service.
The contract was negotiated by Joe
Loren, Richard Molina, Al Mora and BA
Frank Magallanez, with the assistance of
International Research Director Barry Silverman.

Oregon Labor Center
Wins OSHA Grant
EUGENE — The University of Oregon's
Labor Education and Research Center
(LERC) has received a $215,000 grant to
fund the development of an occupational
safety and health training and resource
center.
The grant, awarded under the "New
Directions" program of the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, will
allow the Center to continue the work it
has begun in assisting workers on safety
and health issues. The grant is for the
first year of a five-year program.
OBLIGATION
"As the only university labor education
program in the Northwestern United
States, we take seriously our obligation to
help provide Oregon workers with the
ability to counter hazards on the job,"
said Emory Via, Director of LERC. "We
can now push ahead with the program
begun under our planning grant of last
year."
In 1978, LERC conducted several groundbreaking health and safety courses in Oregon, training a wide range of workers,
from longshoremen to nurses. A program
which received national attention was
LERC's pilot effort to train workers to
become safety and health trainers themselves.

Local 21 Links With
Northwest Labor College
LONGVIEW, Wash. — Local 21 has renewed its organizational membership in
the Pacific Northwest Labor College, Secretary Ralph E. Rider, Jr., reports.
"We've been a member since the project
started," he said.

Local 142 sugar caucus leaders are (from I. to r.): John Lee of Kau Sugar Unit 1102, chairman; Kenji Tanigawa of
Olokele Unit 3105 and Tony Bise of Oahu Sugar Unit 4103, vice-chairmen; and Willie Kennison of Wailuku Sugar
Unit 2102, secretary. At right, Reno Colotario chairs pineapple caucus.

Subsidy Bill Dumped, But There's Still
Hope for Saving U S Sugar Industry
WASHINGTON, DC—Efforts to win federal legislation to support the troubled
domestic sugar industry collapsed—at least
temporarily — last month as the House of
Representatives voted by 249-158 to defeat
the International Sugar Stabilization Act of
1979 (HR 2172).

The bill would have given cane and beet
sugar growers a direct subsidy payment of
12e per pound and set a price support of
15.80 per pound. The current price is 150.
ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
An amendment, sponsored by Rep. Don
Franzel and strongly supported by the

ILWU, would have removed sections of
HR 2172 which discriminated against Hawaii growers. This amendment was defeated by a mere ten votes.
In his "President's Report" published in
the October 6 issue of The Dispatcher, International President Jim Herman stated
that the passaget of sugar legislation without the Frenzel amendment would be
"worse than no legislation at all."
ILWU LOBBY
Herman led a delegation of ILWU Hawaii leaders to Washington while the bill
was on the floor, and observers credited
the close vote on the Frenzel amendment
as a measure of the ILWU's legislative
effectiveness.
"In total, we have a victory," said
()N
LW!
ILWU Washington Representative Pat
6 H SU)
Tobin. "We don't believe that this sort of
discriminatory legislation will ever again
()T1
proposed. And its still possible that
be
ff Sin;I tfi
we'll get a better bill this session."
RT1R111
Members of the ILWU delegation aside
On the Aiea C&H picketline—left panel (from I. to r.): Leonard Comeau,
Eliseo Ildefonso, and John Ornellas. Right panel—preparing for the strikers from Herman, included Local 142 VicePresident Eddie Lapa and division direcare (from I. to r.): Simi Maika, Romeo Gateb, and Gaudencio Castillo.
tors Yoshito Takarnine, Tom Yagi, Norman Asuncion and Dyna Nakamoto.
The anti-discrimination amendment was
was also supported by the Teamsters,
While the strike goes on in Aiea, ILWU Grain Millers, and Oil, Chemical and
AIEA, Hawaii — There were no signs
of contract talks — and things were pretty members who belong to Warehouse Local Atomic Workers. The AFL-CIO was
much up in the air—as the strike by mem- 6 and work at C&H's plant in Crockett, neutral.
Supporters of the sugar legislation inbers of ILWU Local 142 at the Aiea C&H Calif., are already covered under a threesugar refinery went into its third month as year agreement, which was negotiated in cluded President Carter, who termed the
June—providing for a $1.60 wage hike over bill a compromise that would assure longThe Dispatcher went to press.
three
years, and health- welfare, pension term price stability while protecting AmerThe strike started on September 11,
ican sugar can and beet producers from
cost-of-living
(COLA) benefits.
and
following
reached
when an impasse was
lower
priced imports.
The Unit 4105 strike relief committee is
intensive efforts on the part of ILWU to
Thomas Foley, a strong supporter
Rep.
rations.
food
distributing
reach a peaceful agreement — extending
of sugar legislation, lamented that the bill
the contract, which expired on May 31,
AID TO MEMBERS
had been subjected to arguments with
and getting involved in mediation sesThe membership service committee has "more exaggeration and less basis in fact"
sions.
been assisting members in solving various than any farm - related measure be had
Fifty-six members are involved in the problems, handling referrals to DSSH for
dealt with in the House.
walkout.
welfare assistance and food stamps, and
As this issue of The Dispatcher went to
SOLID PICKET LINE
looking into payment of medical and den- press, it was reported that President Car"Our strike picket line is solid, the tal plan premiums.
ter had agreed to use administrative remmembership has closed ranks and is preThe publicity committee has begun issu- edies at his disposal to maintain sugar
pared to stay out until our demands are ing regular strike bulletins.
prices, without discrimination, and will
met," says Henry Oasay, chairman of
Weekly meetings of the strike commit- consider proposing legislation to give him
the Unit 4105 strike strategy committee. tee are being held to enable the leader- greater control over sugar imports. The
Picketing has been going on Monday to ship to get a firm grip on strike activities International Sugar Agreement, supported
Friday, from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. in two and to run the strike in an efficient, busi- by the ILWU as a long-range solution to
ness-like manner.
shifts.
the chronic problem of low sugar prices,
will be submitted to the Senate in December.

Aiea C&H Strike Hangs Tough
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Tight Money Will Deepen Recession
WASHINGTON, DC — Action by the Federal Reserve Board to tighten up the
money supply may or may not stop inflation, but it will doubtless bring on and
deepen the current recession, according to
most observers.
In early October, the Fed increased the
cost of money to banks that borrow from
it from 11% to 12%, the highest rate in
history. The board also set a rigid 8%
reserve requirement on the types of bank
deposits used to finance the recent rapid
rise in credit, and tightened control over
the total money supply.
RECORD PRIME RATE
only a matter of days before the
was
It
major banks increased their prime rates to

a record 14.5%, prompting speculation that
money for home building and purchases
will be extraordinarily hard to come by.
One labor researcher warned that the
Federal Reserve's tight money decisions
may be stronger than the credit squeeze
which made the 1974-75 recession the worst
since the 1930s.
Economists revised their jobless forecasts upward. Yale University economist
Ray Fair said the Fed's actions will cause
unemployment to reach 7.7% by late 1980
instead of the 6.7% he had predicted earlier. Albert Cox, an economist at Merrill
Lynch & Co., saw little improvement in
price levels but felt unemployment now
would rise to nearly 9% by late 1980.

Continued from Page 1—
when the union's demands will be submitted.
Caucus delegates from HSPA and sugar
clerical units met separately to discuss
their proposals.
PINE CAUCUS
Regino "Reno" Colotario of Molokai was
chosen chairman of the pine caucus; Donald DeMello of Honolulu. vice-chairman;
and Ligorino Nono of Honolulu was named
secretary — as the first order of business.
International Representative John Arisumi assisted in getting the caucus organized and also took part in the discussion.
The negotiating subcommittee will be
composed of 12 persons, who will come
from each of the units and also one delegate each representing the intermittents
and clerical grouping.
The current two-year agreement provides for four incremental wage increases.
The last pay hike came August 1, 1979.

